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SUMMARY

The present research focuses on the use of plastic injection simulation in part

design. CAE analysis for injection molding can be used at three different levels:

parts design, mold design and molding process troubleshooting. Injection molded

plastic parts include the following elements: material, part design, mold design

and process. The injection molding process involves many considerations such as

part geometry, material, mold design and process variables. The simulation

module being considered in this study is the mold fill analysis (based on

Cadmould, a commercial simulation system). Material, mold design, injection

machine is already defined. As part of this study, complexity taxonomy for plastic

parts was developed, as well as a differentiation between the engineering team

involved in terms of expertise. Several information sources were used to develop a

case study, which approaches a part fill time optimization. The scenario in which

this optimization is made is a manufacturing plant that launches several new parts

per year. These parts have different degrees of complexities. This study's main

contribution is the identification and quantification of key factors regarding the cost

and benefit associated with simulation for injection molding. It was concluded that

the economic benefit of simulation will increase as more parts are run, whereas

the level of expertise of the engineering team has a negative impact in this kind of

benefit. The percentage of time saved in the case study falls between 10-30%

using simulation tools.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background

Product development has suffered an accelerated evolution, pushed by the

entangled cycle of technology and customer hunger for novelty. The ever-urging

need to launch new products, always subjected to mass production in order to

reach the greatest market possible, results in companies that incorporate

computerized processing of solutions. According to Pfeifer, Eversheim, Kbnig and

Week:

"Innovation is the strongest driving force in the market and pro/its are increasingly being

built on the ability to reduce time to market to a minimum. Only the systematic and rapid

use of new technologies can ensure that a company remains competitive in the long term. "

[Pfeifer. 1994]

Now, these "new technologies" not only refer to improved and more accurate

machinery and tools. It means as well the different ways in which the ever-

growing processing capabilities of computers can be used to control and predict

the manufacturing environment. Control and prediction of processes have evolved

from the theoretical understanding of them, to their modeling and simulation.

Finite elements method has spawned simulation programs that contribute to this

escalating cycle of manufacturing sophistication. These tools form part of CAE

(Computer Aided Engineering), a term that can be applied to a wide base of

technologies that include computer modeling, process simulation and structural

behavioral analysis [Beaumont.2002]. The main goal seek when CAE tools are

integrated in the manufacturing environment, is to be able to verify product design

and function, as well as manufacturability, without making an actual prototype.

This thesis focuses on the study of the simulation of plastic injection and the

impact its use can have in a given product development project. For reference of

injection molding basics and the way injection simulation works, go to Appendixes

A and C respectively. The importance of the information generated through this

research relies on the further clarification of how much can simulation is helping in



a given case. The main scientific papers focus on the benefits and pitfalls of event

simulation, the academic experimentation of FEM based simulation programs and

the overall integration of CAD/CAM/CAE tools in manufacturing environments

(refer to literature review for further considerations). Although case studies can be

reported be companies that design and sell CAE plastic injection simulation

programs, a more objective approach can give a good perspective where to look

from when deciding whether to simulate or not in a given product development

scenario.

1.2 Research justification
As already mentioned, several studies have been conducted to test and establish

several ways in which the CAE tool of plastic injection simulation can be used,

nevertheless a study that shows hard numbers in financial terms, is not that

popular. The variables involved in the integration of a CAE tool such as the plastic

injection simulation in any company area, must consider the relationship not only

between the most obvious and basic elements of the formula: software, plastic

parts, users; but also, consider the nature of the department using the tool

(design, manufacturing, redesign, even floor production).

CAE plastic injection simulation is a tool, just like any other element in the product

development process, which aides in the realization of an idea. And just like any

tool, it has limitations and possibilities within its own nature, and in relation to the

rest of elements.

The limitations and possibilities within its own nature have been thoroughly

analyzed, with studies ranging from the specific nature of the processing methods,

to the most efficient ways to implement it.

On the other hand, analysis of limitations and possibilities in relation to the rest of

the element, is a complex tasks, not only because of the different environments in

which a CAE tools such as the one being analyzed here can be used, but also,

because of the different methodologies of development, different grades of part
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design complexity and other elements that will be explained through out this

study.

Aside of all this, companies still need a reference as to the real aid the CAE tool

can give. The CAE tool transfers the most significant elements influencing the

plastic injection process, simulates it, and shows the engineer/designer/user what

is most likely to happen, before it really happens. This enables the decision-

making process (of using that particular design or not) to take place in a low-risk

situation (low risk, as much as the decision is taken inside the limits of the CAE

tool).

In this same manner, the model presented in this thesis transfers the most

significant elements influencing the development process in which the CAE tool is

working, simulates it, and shows the engineer/designer/used how much it's most

likely to be spent and received as a benefit. This enables the decision-making

process (of using the CAE tool or not) to take place in a low-risk situation.

1.3 Objective

This study has a target that can be subdivided into:

• Identify the cost variables related with the use of plastic injection simulation

within a manufacturing environment.

• Identify the benefit variables related with the use of plastic injection

simulation within a manufacturing environment.

• Propose a model to quantitatively measure cost and benefit, using

documented data.

1.4 Scope
CAE analysis for injection molding can be used at three different levels: parts

design, mold design and molding process troubleshooting [Beaumont.2002]. Also,

it can be applied in different grades of complexity, depending on the problem

11



that's being analyzed at a defined moment. The information given by a 2D, 21/zD

or real 3D program affects decisions at each of these different levels.

Table 1 shows the way each area uses the information given by the program. As it

can be seen, the part design area is the one that can use simulation to make more

decisions. This is the obvious result of the design cycle, in which the part design is

fixed once the tool design is defined, and the same happens with the latter once

ifs finished. In the end, the molder has only chance of using a simulation program

to play around with the processing parameters to arrive to a shorter cycle time.

Info
Melt front

progression

l

Orientation

effect
i

Probable stress

(distribution

after packing)

Uneven

shrinkage part

warpage

Part design
- Geometry balance

- Thickness checkup to avoid

trapped air

- Non-interference check-up

between areas under stress

derived from part function and

weld lines

- Part strength and shrinkage

due to fiber orientation vs. part

function and design

- Shrinkage avoidance by

modifying thickness or adding

features to part design

Tool design

-Refinement of gate

location/existence of runners

-Vents location

- Define cooling

- Define packing time and

conditions

- Define cooling

- Define gate location

Molder
- Cycle time

reduction

experimentation.

- Quantification

of sensitivity of

part quality to

process

conditions.

-Process

uOuLHcsnoouny.

Table 1-Uses of simulation results in the different levels of product development (Beaumontetal.2002]

The present research focuses on the use of plastic injection simulation in molder

level. Since the most typical application is mold filling analysis [Beaumont.2002],
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this study takes it as the simulation case. The fill analysis as an isolated part is

used in process level to aid in decisions such as cycle time optimization, injection

pressure window definition, etc.

1.5 Thesis organization
The present thesis is organized in five Chapters and six appendixes. Chapter 2

shows the literature review, in order to better understand the scope and

contribution of this research. Chapter 3 and 4 present the model construction and

a case study. Chapter 5 shows the conclusions and future work.

The appendixes are extra information that can be useful to fully understand the

areas covered in this thesis.
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2 Literature Review.
2.1 Introduction

Plastic injection simulation is a part of FEM-based simulation. Much research has

been made in terms of refinement of the mathematical method, geometry meshing

techniques and evaluation of computing processing capabilities. All of these

studies refer go inwards, scrutinizing the interactions between the programming

architecture, the matrix solution method troubleshooting, the computer's processor

(or network of processors), etc. Even design optimization using the CAE tool has

been experimented, producing interesting results as to what can be done with the

simulation software.

Yet, the evaluation outwards, to the relation of the Plastic Injection Simulation with

the manufacturing and product development processes, can only be moderately

derived from similar studies in the field of event simulation. Perhaps the relatively

late integration of CAE tools to manufacturing processes (plastic injection

simulation among them), is accountable for the lack of specific studies about its

impact on the latter. Appendix B shows the bibliographic review and the filters

used to classify the information found.

Facing a lack of specific studies on the impact of simulation as an investment on

the manufacturing processes, this research review has defined three perspectives:

literature about technology acquisition impact, software selection and performance

measurement, and literature reviewing the use of CAE software for plastic injection

molding.

2.2 Related Research
New technology in the manufacturing environment covers a wide range of

applications and equipment. Yet, technology investment in general, results in a

direct influence on the company's performance, and can be understood as a

decision driven by the strategy development process [Davis. 1997]. The latter

begins the process of reorienting the system to take advantage of distinctive

14



competencies and improves service to customers as well as develops new

competitive capabilities. An example can be the discussions on the justification

and impact of changes in manufacturing systems to be computer integrated. Such

dynamics have been analyzed with economic models such as the State Net Present

Value, the benefit/cost rate, etc. But those models have left out qualitative and

difficult to quantify concepts. Chan mention other factors such as:

- Inconsistent nature of corporate governance

- Insufficient level of technological confidence

- Unclear financial environment

- Behavior of competitors

- Unsuitable time to establish the critical performance measures and performance

benchmarks [Chan.2001].

Figure 1 shows the different justification methods that technology investment has

considered.

Justification
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Figure 1-Different justification methodologies.

[Chan.2001], [Chan.2003]
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Aside from the exact application of the models, they all consider at least three

factors in the impact measurements of technology acquisition and implementation,

whether it is information integration software, or new equipment: 1) cost, 2) time

and 3) quality.

Rushton considers, in its model to decide to buy or design software, includes a

factor defined "scope" [Rushton.1997]. This variable considers the limits of

application of the technological implementation. Schniederjans and Hamaker

consider instead a measure of "performance", when modeling the investment

justification for information technologies [Schniederjans.2003]. Davis and Heim

consider a mix of financial and non-financial variables when analyzing technology

investments in manufacturing [Davis. 1997]. Chan adds an integrated fuzzy

decision support system for multi-criterion decision-making problems, a

measurement of flexibility, innovativeness and delivery time to the model

[Chan.2003]. Lowe give an interesting model of evaluation for the impact of the

introduction of thixoforming in a manufacturing process, including a wide range of

considerations that can be abstracted to be used in other applications, such as a

degree of uncertainty [Lowe.2000].

Since none of the studies found applied specifically on the injection simulation

software introduction in a manufacturing environment, a combination of the best

suited variables revised will be applied. The final model runs a general profile of

the manufacturing system being considered, as well as the product characteristics.

The final results are the simulation costs and the benefits in a particular period of

time. Chapter 4 further explains the construction of the model.

As for studies relating injection simulation specifically:

Communication Technologies, Inc., a company in the US, reports the balancing of

cavities with the aid of simulation [Moltech.2004]. Carrabine reports in Design

News Magazine, the elimination of 35% of scrap on Jada Plastics, a plan in

Rochester, NY. Also the elimination of trial-error process and 120 labor hours in

another company in Missouri [Carrabine.2004]. Moldflow Co., a company based in

the US which owns a CAE software for injection molding, shows potential savings

16



that can come with the use of simulation (see Figure 2). The Annual Special

Report from Modern Plastics Magazine claims savings from 2 million USD in a

German company that could've used simulation to avoid a mistake, to an

approximate 40,000 USD savings in engineering revisions and 60,000 USD savings

in development iterations in a particular case of an electrical connector design in

Raychem Corp., in the US [MPM.1993]. A local firm in Monterrey, Mexico, which

distributes the CAE software Cadmould, informs the use of the CAE tool can

result in cycle time reduction of 10-30%; mold manufacturing and production

trials savings from 30 to 50% and time reduction in product launch [CCPM.2003].

Unfortunately, none of these articles specify the data from where these claims are

made, nor document any specific case study.

Britton, Deng and Lam use simulation software and "scientific molding" to optimize

fill time [Britton.2002], but don't measure the impact the use of the CAE tool has

on their study. Turng, Peic and Bradley also use the CAE tool for injection molding

in their research about cooling design development [Tumg.2002], with the same

lack of CAE impact measurement.
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Figure 2. Savings using CAE |Plastico.2003|



3 Cost and benefit models for CAE software
3.1 Introduction

The decision support guidelines proposed in this research, have the objective of

giving the user an orientation as to the cost and benefit of the use of a CAE tool,

particularly the fill analysis simulation of an injected plastic part. The approach

taken in this study refers to the design stage, where problem solving can impact

the whole process. Having a robust product design in terms of function, as well as

manufacturing, provides multiple advantages such as avoiding production launch

delays and having consistent production runs. Although the use of CAE tools such

as fill analysis of an injected part does not eliminate either the potential for

problems, or the pilot runs, it can help minimize the former, and shorten the latter.

Yet, simulation limitations in the use of CAE tools should be stressed.

3.2 Model objective
The injection molding process involves many considerations such as part

geometry, material, mold design, process variables. Considerations about the

nature of the manufacturer, as well as of the project being run, can affect the

impact a fill analysis simulation in terms of benefit. Although it can be considered

that part design has a fixed methodology, regardless of whether the company

making it is a toy product or an automotive part manufacturer, there are specific

variables whose priority might change, for example: quality. Automotive

companies have a strict array of quality requirements that go from tight

dimensional tolerances to high performance under harsh conditions. These quality

requirements affect their product development pushing them to consider such

things as shrinkage and material performance from the earlier stages of

production. Toy industry, on the other hand, has also a long list of quality

requirements for part fabrication. Nevertheless, their priority relies on safety

issues. Small parts are to be avoided, whether it is as a toy element, or debris

resulting from a broken toy. Other concerns are sharp edges, aesthetic warpage,
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design for customer assembly, etc. This results in toy manufacturing companies

being more concerned about material selection in terms of toxicity (not so much as

performance), process-related aesthetics and brittleness, excessive shrinkage, etc.

In general, all industries are concerned with cutting product costs, which in

injection molding usually means shorten cycle time or minimize material

consumption.

Project nature can also impact the road the decision process takes. Having just

one or two parts with potential to be revised will yield a different priority than

having 10 or 20 parts.

MODEL ASSUMPTIONS

TIME & COST
CONSIDERATIONS .

=>ART INFORMATION I

COMPANY INFORMATION |

PROYECT INFORMATION V

DECISION
SUPPORT

MODEL

y

SIMULATION
COST/BENEFIT

T SPREAD SHEET SOFTWARE

SIMULATION SOFTWARE

MODEL DESIGNER

rZ H.-.RDWARE

Figure 3-Basic scheme for model construction.

The analysis process is limited by these factors:

The simulation being considered is the mold fill analysis.

The plastic being considered is a plain thermoplastic, not reinforced.

The injection is not gas assist.

Material, mold design, injection machine is already defined.

Software considered is Cadmould Fill.

A basic scheme for the model construction is shown in Figure 3.

3.3 Definition of model variables
As stated earlier, the scope of the model is the fill analysis of a plastic injected

part. The results are to be a cost and a benefit measure.
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As part of this study, complexity taxonomy for plastic parts was developed. The

proposed classification obeys to the lack of an existing one that would consider the

perspective of a simulation environment.

3.3.1 Part complexity
According to Swift [Swift. 1997], a part can be classified in 3 main groups:

A) Part envelope is largely a solid of revolution.

B) Part envelope is largely a rectangular or cubic prism.

C) Flat of thin wall section components.

Plastic injected parts fall in the third group, which Swift subdivides. The further

classification is shown in Figure 4. Still, this taxonomy is not so useful in terms of

simulation, since its focus is from the manufacturing point of view.

C |C:.,> Flat Or Thin Wall Section Components

Single Axis

C 1

' Calegory InclutJi

Secondary Repetitive Regular Features

C 2

c
C 3

Regular Forms

C4

Complex Forms

C5

Figure 4. Shape classifications. INw-'

in mis siuay, part complexity is associated with the simulation time. According to

this definition, factors influencing are shown in Figure 5.
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Part
complexity

Figure 5. Complexity variables.

Complexity in terms of simulation environment is proposed in this study as follows:

1) The more changes in plane (section), the higher the complexity. Refers not

only to the net existence of a change in plane (e.g., a rib), but the frequency of

these changes throughout the part (1 rib vs. 5 ribs). This is derived from the

understanding that the processing algorithms consider an interpolation between

wall faces. Each section change will impose extra calculation to the simulation

program (Figure 6 shows how Cadmouldinterpolates between wall faces).

The way this can be derived, is making a relationship between the cube volume

the part occupies and the superficial area it has. The ratio is defined by

dividing the cube volume by the superficial area. This will result in a higher

ratio, the lesser changes in plane it has. Figure 7 and Table 2 show that the

lower the ratio, the longer it takes to simulate.

Figure 6. Simeon surface model method internal structure cut through part. \Cadtnould.2002.
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Ratio superficial area vs. volume

RATIO
i

200x50x50
100x50x50
100x200x200
200x100x100
100x100x100
200x200x200
200x50x50 (1.5mm)
100x50x50 (1.5mm)
100x200x200 (1.5mm)
200x100x100 (1.5mm)
100x100x100 (1.5mm)
200x200x200 (1.5mm)

Figure 7. Ratio vs. time

3) The higher the length-height ratio, the less complex. According to the study

made as part of this thesis, processing time is affected by the size relation

between length and height of the part. As can be seen in Figures 8, 9 and 10,

the larger the difference between length and height, the less it takes to

process.

To arrive to the previous considerations, documented information was

supported by the run of several parts, with different sizes, length/width vs.

height ratios, superficial areas and changes in planes. The specific

characteristics of the study, which was made with Cadmou/dsoftware, go to

Appendix C (Plastic Injection Simulation Basics/Processing time/Cadmould).
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WxLxH vs. Time, Figure Type A

18

16

Ratio 1:0 25 Ratio 1:0.5 Ratio 1:2 Ratio 1:0.5 Ratio 1:1 Ratio 1:1

100

200

. .viocn-netant mm

200

200

Figure 8. Cadmould fill analysis processing time vs. length-width-height measurements in Figure type
A (without ribs)

WxLxH vs. Time, Figure Type B

-thickness 1mm
—thickness 1.5mm

Ratio 1:0.25 Ratio 1:2 Raft) 1:0.5 Ratio I A S Ratio 1:1

200

100

50 100

100 200

tenath-width-hetom mm

100

100

200

200

ngure v. Ladmould fill analysis processing time vs. length-width-height measurements in Figure type
o (with one rib)



WxLxH vs. Time, Figure Type C

-thickness 1mm
-thickness 1.5mm

1

Ratio 1:0.25 Ratio 1:2 Ratio 1:0.5 Ratio 1:0.5 Ratio 1:1 Ratio 1:1

&'uu 1 uu zuv 100 100 200

crt i jcr i-wiatn-neigm m m

Figure 10. Cadmould fill analysis processing time vs. length-width-height measurements in Figure type
C (with two ribs'!

This study is limited to medium size parts (less than 8,000 cmA2) that keep the

wall thickness ratio below 3:1. The thickness ratio limit obeys to plastic injection

process recommendations, but also because accuracy of results in a simulation

environment is best if ratio is kept below that boundary [Beaumont.2002].

Thus, Table 3 shows the complexity concluded. For the study that resulted in this

taxonomy, go to Appendix C {Plastic Injection simulation basics (mold

filing)/Processing Time).

Size (cube volume)

Complexity 8500-5000
cmsA3
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

4999-2000
cmsA3

1999cmsA3 or less

Length-height ratio

5:1-4:1 3:1-2:1 1':1

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
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X
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X
X

X

X
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X
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X
X
X

X

X

...... L. complexity for simulation.

3.3.2 Variables in Cost model
me cost of simulation is mapped to yield an amount in money, considering the

aspects of investment, maintenance and operation of a simulation. The period

considered is 3 years.

cost
Simulation software charachterisiics (module)

Superficial area for part

Part volume

Part run qty.

Hours per shift

Systems maintenance cost

Training costs

Processing time for part files

Figure 11-Simuiation cost vanas>;-

fhe end of the branches show the variables needed to model all the way to the

cost simulation.

Simulation software characteristics. Refers to the CAE license to be purchased as

initial investment. This depends on the module intended to buy and the software

to purchase. The module intended to buy depends on the problem that wants to
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be addressed. All injection simulation applications have several modules from

which to pick. As was earlier clarified, this research limits its scope to the filling

analysis module. The software picked is CadmouldF\\\. The license renewal can

be found out through the supplier as well.

Part run quantity. This information helps in the calculation of cost per part per

cycle.

Hours per shift. Refers to hours in every shift, according to company's

organization, and /or current labor legislation.

Systems maintenance cost. If the company spends systems maintenance, this

should be considered. If the company has a systems maintenance department

inside its organization, then it should be dismissed.

Labor costs. Refers to salary spent in the people related to the use of simulation,

including the chunk of time the engineer responsible for the project spends in

relation to simulation.

Training costs. This considers expenses made by the company in the training of

its personnel to operate the simulation software. Some firms do not charge

training costs (e.g. SIMCOM, owner of Cadmould).

Processing time for part files. Refers to the time the company has the file ready

for simulation. It depends on whether the part file has a compatible format, in

relation with the CAD software the company currently uses; non-compatible, or

with no file at all.

3.3.3 Variables in benefit model

In this study, the benefit is defined as the savings produced by the use of

simulation. It is mapped by comparing the final scenario that has been achieved

without the use of simulation, and the scenario with the use of simulation. The

only benefit considered is the one derived from the delta between both final cycle

times. In this proposed model, the cost of real tests is not considered. This is

because this data is extracted from statistical history that can be gathered
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throughout time, but not in this initial stage. This is one of the proposed areas of

further research mentioned in the last Chapter.

Benefit
(A Condition 1

{ vs. Condition 2*) j

Quantity of parts to be run in the design being considered

Level of expertise of eng. involved

Standard machine cost per hour

Figure 12. Simulation benefit variable

Quantity of parts to be run in the considered design. This refers to the amount of

parts to be molded. The number of cavities per mold is important too, as the

benefit is measured in terms of the times the mold closes and opens.

Condition 1: solution without simulation aid. This is the solution that the team

has landed with, without using simulation.

Level of expertise of engineering department involved. This is a very important,

yet difficult to grasp variable. It is important to take in account mainly because it

orients about the size of the delta between condition 1 and condition 2, which in

the end will result in the benefit. Part of the proposal in this study is for the model

presented to be fed historically. The level of expertise is proposed to be measured

in three different levels:

Level 1: no expertise or expertise solely based on experience (empirical). A

molding expert can be highly efficient even if there's no method involved in his/her

solutions. Nevertheless, the lack of any way to transfer this knowledge, or to

abstract it to clear patterns, ends up back-slashing. That's why it is proposed to

be considered level 1.

Level 2: with expertise. This considers the use of rules of thumb, and knowledge

based on historical data.

Condition 2: solution aided with simulation. This is the solution that has been

achieved by using simulation.
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Standard machine cost per hour. This refers to the manufacturing plant standar

cost it has considered for the machine per hour. This value is calculated mainly

taking in account the projected labor hours of a given cycle, the expenses of the

plant, the projected gains, etc. Every company adds or discards different factors.

But in the end, this is the variable that helps convert the benefit into money.

3.4 Model
3.4.1 Fixed conditions for cost model

Complexity is considered with a fair amount of extra time, in order to have a safety

cushion. The following conditions are assumed for the model:

The software cost is considered according to the type of analysis being purchased

(Rapid Fill, Fill, and Warp expert).

It is assumed the simulation software would be installed in only one computer,

centralizing simulation activities as an internal service to any interested

department.

It is assumed some office furniture would be purchased.

Furniture depreciation is considered in a 5-year time.

It is assumed an update investment would be made in third years because of the

purchase of computer components such as video cards.

Exchange rate: 11.20 pesos per US dollar.

It is assumed to have 48 working hours per week (law-based).

Annual salary increase: 5%

It is considered both the project for the part, and the quantity of parts run for the

particular design.

It is assumed to have 9 hours per working day.

It is assumed to have 5 days per working week.

It is assumed the computer used for simulation is just used for simulation, not for

CAD or other activities.

Simulation labor includes simulation process, including computer processing time.
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Human labor is assumed to have a technician that can be devoted to simulation

(depending on the calculation of the maximum amount of hours of simulation),

and an engineer that shares its times with other projects.

A technician devoted to simulation will be considered if the calculation of the

maximum amount of hours of simulation required per year exceeds the 50% of

working time. If less, the proportion required will be considered.

Upgrade is considered low when just memory is upgraded, medium when also

video card is updated.

3.4.2 Fixed conditions for benefit model
The following assumptions and initial conditions are considered:

It is considered to have a standard cost per hour given by the company being

studied.

The benefit is measured only in terms of the final solution arrived to.

The cost of solution process is not considered.

The cycle time considered is in seconds.

3.4.3 Cost Model
The following figure shows the model built in an excel platform. To see the

formulas used, go to Appendix D.
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Figure 13. Model for cost in excel platform.

3.4.4 Benefit Model
The following figure shows the model built in an excel platform. To see the

formulas used, go to Appendix D.
Cti. PKOFILF

Cycles
Shifts considered
Cavities per mold
Hrs. Per production shift
Days in a production year
Standard machln hr cost

25,000

USD 17.53

BENEFIT Condition 1 vs. Condition 2
houra under condition 1 127.08
hours under condtion Z 120.69
hrs cost condition 1 USD 2,227.77
hours cost condition 2 USD 2,115.77
Saved hours 6.39
In USD USD 112.00
Saving % 5%
days saved 0.40

BENEFIT Condition A vs. Condition 2
hours under condition a
hours under condtion 2
hrs cost condition a
hours cost condition 2
Saved hours
In USD
Saving %
days saved

145.83
120.69
USO 2,556.46
USD 2,115.77
25.14
USD 440.68
17%
1.57

Figure 14. Model for benefit in excel platform.
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4 Case Study
4.1 Data sources

Due to the lack of documented cases in the literature review, the demonstration of

the proposed methodology is built with information from several sources. A local

manufacturing company gave part of the information, without giving permission to

mention its name in this study. For this, the source will be mentioned as "local

manufacturing company" [MTY.2004]. Other sources are:

Questionnaires (see Appendix E)

Part simulation study (see Appendix C).

Computer equipment shop (Perifel, S.A. de C.V.- see Appendix F).

Case studies ([Britton.2002], [Sloan. 1997a] and [Sloan. 1997b]).

A general model of how information flows is shown in Figure 15. As can be

appreciated, the information for the cost analysis includes different part designs

throughout the time the costing is considered. In this case, this lapse of time is 3

years. As for the benefit analysis, it is made in a particular part design, that

considers information such as number of cavities in the mold and standard hour

cost (per machine ton).
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Figure 15. Information flow in proposed model

4.2 COSt
The cost model built in excel platform is shown in Figure 16 In this particular case,

a history of three years of new product launches has been considered. The new

parts are classified per complexity. The engineering organization is considered to

have a technician devoted to simulating, and 3 engineers that divide their time

among the new launches.
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c0. PROFILE
Total new designs (3 year cycle)
Total production
years per cycle
engineers involved
<M»time per eng. Per sim

complexity
new design/year

1
105
6,375,000
3
3
15.00%
1
15

percentage with compatible file! 75%
percentage with non-comp files
percentage without files
prep time for comp files (hrs)

20%
5%
3

prep time for non-comp files (hi 9
prep time for no file part
part tun per cycle

Software module
acquisition from company
hrs. Per day
days per week
weeks per year
technicia level salary
ena. Level salary
Hardware purchase (l=yes, 0=no)

HW upgrade year 1
HW upgrade year 2
HW upgrade year 3

18
IJ.25,000

rapid fill
0
9
5
48
$ 6,500.00
t 20,000.00

1
low upgrade

1

2
10
75%
10%
15%
3
9
27

500,000
fill
1

USD
USD

high upgrade

1

3
10
75%
5%
20%
3
9
45

500,000
shrinkage/ warpage
0

USD 580.36
USD 1,785.71

Figure 16. Case study frontpage information

The simulation in this case, is used to better cycle times in manufacturing. The

development stage considered is design for manufacturing. It is assumed the

molds are already built, and just process variations can be made.

Figure 17 shows the costs for simulation per design, and per part run. As can be

seen, year 2 and year 3 have less cost per design, mainly because of the initial

software investment. It is assumed each part is run to better cycle time, and that

approximately the same amount of new parts are launched per year.
INITIAL INVESTMENT

Software cost
Software upgrade

OPERATION COSTS
Labor cost

technician
engineer

Equipment
equipment purchase
equipment upgrade

TOTAL
Cost Der desian
Cost Der cart

YEAR 1
USD 12,276.00

USD 6,964.29
USD 9,642.86

USD 2,500.00
USD 0.00

USD 31,383.14
USD 896.66
USD 0.01477

YEAR 2

USD 1,473.12

USD 7,312.50
USD 10,125.00

USD 750.00

USD 19,660.62
USD 561.73
USD 0.00925

YEAR 3

USD 1,473.12

USD 7,678.13
USD 10,631.25

USD 1,000.00

USD 20,782.50
USD 593.79
USD 0.00978

USD 12,276.00
USD 2,946.24

USD 21,954.91
USD 30,399.11

USD 2,500.00
USD 1,750.00

USD 71,826.26
USD 684.06
USD 0.0113

Figure 17. Case study cost calculation
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4.3 Benefit
The front page of the calculation model built in excel platform is shown in Figure

18. In this case, 3 conditions are compared, mainly because of the level of

expertise, which can be clearly defined in each case. Condition 1 is the lowest

level of expertise. Condition 2 uses a methodology called "scientific molding",

which is based on runs of short shots and uses basic rheology principles to

calculate the optimal cycle time. The simulation run is made in Cadmould

software (condition 3). Each of the conditions related with the final cycle time

proposed under each one, are shown in Figure 19.

A I B I C I D I E
r i PROFIIF

Production cjcles considered
shifts considered
cavities per mold
horns per production shift
dafs p»r production §*ar
standard machine cost/hr

1 F | G | H | 1

100.000
2
S
9
330

USD 17.53

J K L M | Kl

BENEFIT Condition 2 vs. Condition 3
Condition 2
Condition 3
Condition 2 how cost
Condition 3 how cost

Saved hours
In USD
Percentage saved
Dais saved

508.33
458.50
USD 8.311.08
USD 8.037.45

49.84
USD 873.64
10%
3.11

BENEFIT Condition 1 vs. Con-
Condition 1 hours
Condition 3 hows
Condition 1 how cost
Condition 3 horn cost

Saved hours
In USD
Percentage saved
Dais saved

583.33
458.50
US010.225.83
USD 8.037.45

124.84
USD 2,188.39
21«M>
7.80

CONDITION 1
CALCULATED TIME
CYCLE TOTAL TIME

CONDITION 2
CALCULATED TIME
CYCLE TOTAL TIME

CONDITION 3
CALCULATED TIME
CYCLE TOTAL TIME

117
21.00

1.02
18.30

O.$2
IS 51

Figure 18. Benefit model frontpage
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The hot runner is defined to feed the part diagonally and central (Figures 23 and

24). Both follow the hot runner diagonal design, in different options.

As for the process conditions, the first iteration made is limited by the injection

pressure. It is considered it can't go higher then 13,500 psi (approximately 930

bar). Three iterations are made with a diagonal feed, and 2 with a central one.

This is shown in Table 4.

ITERATIONS

Limit to 800 bar
Limit to 600 bar
Limit to 400 bar
central inj point
central inj point

Table 3. Iterations

kPa

made for condition 2

1200 -i

1000

2- 600
X

!

0L
1

962
728
463
563
540

of benefit

0 746

Bar

mot

v

0.746

800
600
400
500
503

0.92
mi am* <»c)

max. Temp.
298.6
311.6
298.6
254.8
254.5

i

!

» I

1.022

fill time (s)
1

0.746
0.746
0.92

1.022

Figure 25. Shear in sim runs
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Shear, temperature and cycle time are compared. This is shown in Figure 26 and

Figure 27. In the end, the option of 0.92 seconds of cycle time is chosen to feed

the benefit model as the condition 3. The benefit scenario is calculated having a

100,000 cycle (that is: 800,000 parts) production. Also, a 50,000 cycle (400,000

parts produced), and 25,000 (200,000 parts produced).The first scenario is shown

in Figure 18. The other two are shown in Figure 27 and 28. The influence of the

change in the machine number of cycles (thus, part quantity) is shown in Figure 29

and 30.

Cycles
Shifts considered
Cavities per mold
Hrs. Per production shift
Days in production year
Standard hour cost /machine

BENEFIT Condition
Condition 2 hours
Condition 3 hours
Condition 2 hour cost
Condition 3 hour cost
Saved hours
In USD
Percentage saved
Days saved

BENEFIT Condition
Condition 1 hours
Condition 3 hours
Condition 1 hour cost
Condition 3 hour cost
Saved hours
In USD
Percentage saved
Days saved
Condition 1
Calculated time
Cycle total time
Condition 2
Calculated time
Cycle total time
Condition 3
Calculated time
Cycle total time

CO. PROFILE
50,000
2
4
8
330

USD 17.53

2 vs. Condition 3
254.17
229.25
USD 4,455.54
USD 4,018.73
24.92
USD 436.82
10%
1.56

1 vs. Condition 3
291.67
229.25
USD 5,112.92
USD 4,018.73
62.42
USD 1,094.19
2 1 %
3.90

1.17
21.00

1.02
18.30

0.92
16.51

Figure 27. Benefit frontpage with 50,000 cycles

Cycles
Shifts considered
Cavities per mold

CO. PROFILE
25,000
2
4
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Hrs. Per production shift
Days in production year
Standard hour cost /machine

BENEFIT Condition 2 vs.
Condition 2 hours
Condition 3 hours
Condition 2 hour cost
Condition 3 hour cost
Saved hours
In USD
Percentage saved
Days saved

BENEFIT Condition 1 vs.
Condition 1 hours
Condition 3 hours
Condition 1 hour cost
Condition 3 hour cost
Saved hours
In USD
Percentage saved
Days saved
Condition 1
Calculated time
Cycle total time
Condition 2
Calculated time
Cycle total time
Condition 3
Calculated time
Cycle total time

8
330

USD 17.53

Condition 3
127.08
114.62
USD 2,227.77
USD 2,009.36
12.46
USD 218.41
10%
0.78

Condition 3
145.83
114.62
USD 2,556.46
USD 2,009.36
31.21
USD 547.10
2 1 %
1.95

1.17
21.00

1.02
18.30

0.92
16.51

Figure 28. Benefit frontpage with 25,000 cycles

4.3.1 Results
Case study shows a simulation cost of $ 896 USD in the first year per design, $

561 USD on the second year, and $ 593.79 USD. According to the benefit case

study, when a high number of parts are run, the delta between condition 2 and 3

can be the same as the cost considered. It is important though, to mention the

fact that the real trials made with condition 2 (and condition 1) are not considered

in the model, due to the lack of consistent data. Anyway, when the benefit is

viewed from a percentage point of view, it becomes clear that in the case of

condition 2 vs. condition 3, a 10% of time is saved. In the case of condition 1 vs.

3(when no scientific approach is made to optimize cycle time), the time saved is

21%.

Assuming that scientific molding is the realistic aim at which the initial Condition 1

should go, then the difference between Condition 1 and 2 should be considered as
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the most conservative approach to benefit. Figure 29 shows the relationship

between cost and benefit. It can be understood that cost will not always be

absorbed by benefit, influenced be the amount of parts being run, the year being

considered for the cost, the condition being compared. Figure 30 shows profit,

where the same effect of part quantity and year considered can be appraised.

In this context, there could be an additional benefit per design due to machine

time savings when combining simulation and scientific molding. The benefit is

estimated to be approximately 4 hours (equivalent to $68 USD in this study)

[Britton.2002].

--CMt-Y*ar1
—Cost-Y*ar2

Cost-Y*ar3

I ! I
NiMiB#r of MfVCvon oyows

Figure 29. Benefit and cost

Figure 30. Profif
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5 Conclusions, Contributions and Further
Areas of Research

5.1 Conclusions
The main conclusions of this study are summarized next:

• The cost of simulation will decrease, the more parts are considered to be

simulated.

• The cost of simulation is affected by the complexity of the parts being

simulated, in terms of time spent.

• The cost of simulation will decrease with time.

• The benefit in terms of money will increase, as more parts are run.

• The benefit of simulation will be affected by the complexity of the part, in

terms of the simulation processing cost of it.

• The percentage of time saved in the case study falls between 10-30% using

simulation tools aid.

• The benefit of simulation is inversely affected by the level of expertise

existing within the user team.

5.2 Contributions
This study's main contribution is the determination of key factors regarding the

functionality of simulation, for it to have an impact measurement. Being the

plastic injection simulation software a tool, its impact and performance is

measured in terms of the relationship with the user on one level, and with the part

or object over which it works on the other. The first case can be abstracted in

determining the level of expertise of the user, which will affect the usefulness of

the simulation. On the other hand, the simulation tool in terms of its relationship

with what it is simulating is influenced by the complexity of the part. The

taxonomy proposed here, aims to classify parts in terms of a simulation

environment point of view, as opposed to existing parts' taxonomies that are

created from a manufacturing point of view.
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5.3 Further areas of research
The model proposed in this thesis, can be further refined with statistical history.

The more the model is enriched with information, the more precise it will turn.

There should be an effort to better quantify the impact of simulation when applied

to relatively simple parts vs. relatively complex parts. Assuming that scientific

molding provides the achievable fill time with a given mold, more case studies will

help to generalize the capability of simulation to estimate such actual fill time.

Other variables such as engineering team expertise can be better weighed against

the final benefit, as more different scenarios al fed to the current model.

An important area of research related to this study is the simulation impact when

applied during the design stage. In mold design stage, for example, changing the

number and location of gates will influence the process efficiency.

This study is focused on fill time optimization, but injection molding simulation can

be applied to solve a wide array of process problems such as cooling optimization,

warpage analysis, moldwall-partwall heat transfer, cavity balancing, to mention a

few. The validation of injection molding simulation in different troubleshooting

cases can give a clearer view of the real usefulness of its use.
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Appendixes
APPENDIX A. Injection molding process basics and
troubleshooting
Plastic injection industry segments review
Introduction

In 2004, Mexico has around 4,500 companies that process plastic resins, with a

annual growth of 10% in the last 10 years [PlasticNews.2004]. Plastic industry

accounts for 3.0% of the national manufacturing industry, being responsible for

0.6% of the gross domestic product (42 billion Mexican pesos) [Anipac.2004]. The

industry chain involves the production of 8.7 million of tons of products derived

from oil, from a direct production of just 2.5 millions of tons, whereas 95% of the

industry in the country uses plastic [Anipac.2000]. Just in 2002, 4,200 tons of

plastic were consumed in Mexico [Anipac.2004]. This talks about the importance

of understanding the industry, and supply of a decision-making support tool that

can help this sector in terms of technology acquisition.

Injection molded plastic parts consist of four building blocks: material, part

design, mold design and process [PlasticNews.2004]. In terms of CAE use,

companies dedicated to the three latter are the ones using plastic injection

simulation, while the first case usually helps in feeding with the materials

characterization.

Product manufacturer

A diagram that considers the whole process of plastic part design can be viewed in

Annex Figure 1. Following the block diagram, defined following the FALLO

approach (Follow ALL Operations), the basic activities are the part definition, the

material definition and the equipment (tool and machine) requirements. This

diagram considers the whole definition of manufacturing system around the part

design [Rosato.1986].
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The part definition must meet performance and manufacturing requirements at the

lowest cost, whereas the choice of material must meet part function and

performance. As for the equipment specifications, the requirements are met by

building the tool (mold) around the part, and the injection machine around the

mold. The auxiliary equipment, such as chillers, material handling equipment, etc.,

as well as the processing controls, must integrate to the machine.

As can be seen in the diagram, part design is followed by mold design. Although

latest trends in engineering have introduced concurrent teams that usually work

together since the beginning of the process, but the sequence remains basically

the same. The contribution of concurrent engineering is the information sharing,

for each stage to make the best of decisions. But still, the part design is

predominantly analyzed at the beginning, followed by the tool design, and the rest

of considerations.

COMPLETE uOlP'Nr. OPfc'A nf'M ._ F »'.'..'" * !"-5Fi, ;- i ; !:

COUPLET* C0WT11OI ••••

_.._. .̂  i
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Annex figure 1-Complete mold-operation. [Rosato.1986)
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Otto and Wood's typical product development shows the most common stages of

design before turning it over to manufacturing (Annex Figure 2). The two last

phases: developing and implementing a concept have several stages that

considering modeling activities. Different ways of representing and testing the

product are exercised. Physical models to test aesthetics and ergonomics with the

potential market; sketches (usually with CAD tools) with different options of

elements; scaled prototypes to test materials; simulations for function analysis to

verify material options; simulations that model the chosen manufacturing process.

If the product have been thought of to have plastic parts, is in this last case that

fill analysis simulation is used.

Annex figure 2-Activities in a typical product development process [Otto.20001]

Beaumont, consider the specific design process for injected plastic parts. There are

eight steps, as follows:
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1) Data collection and product specifications.

2) Project plan

3) Preliminary design

4) Material selection

5) Development of detailed design

6) Testing/prototyping

7) Review design and revise through steps 4-6

8) Commit to design and develop a project to bring to production.

Simulation is useful at step 3, although at this level, a simple 2D analysis can be

run. Fill analysis works in step 6. Always taking note of the limitations of the CAE

tools, they can be used to evaluate the part without physical prototyping

[Beaumont.2002].

Tool manufacturers

Molds for the production of a plastic part must be custom designed and built.

They must replicate the geometry and finish requirements of the part. This poses

a very complex task for mold designer. It's not only a matter of having a mold

thatil eject the plastic part properly. Each of its components must be suited for

machining, account for the plastic's part shrinkage, provide adequate and uniform

cooling and venting. It must be built to tenths of a thousand of an inch, include

delicate inserts, and accommodate delivery of melt. It comes as no surprise that

70% of the part designs cannot be ejected from a mold as design

[Beaumont.2002].
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Annex figure 3-Complex mold for an apparently simple part.

|Beaumont..2002|

According to the quality, surface finish, dimensional tolerances, etc., the mold has

to be built considering each of the elements in Annex Figure 4. Each group must

conform to the plastic part being processed in the mold, but also, among them.

Since not the entire mold is made of the exact same material, considerations about

different temperature conductivity and thermal expansion, among other, must be

considered. Also, depending on the machinery being used, the mold must conform

to the type of feed, the general dimensions of it.

Injection mold

Mold plates Core and
Cavity

Annex figure 4-Mold subsystems. (Ahuett.2000]

The mold design process can be visualized according to Annex Figure 5. Mufioz

reports about the use of CAD (Computer aided design), and CAE (Computer Aided

Engineering) tools in this development. In the case of simulation, it can be used at

the beginning, when the part is simulated as an isolated element. At this point,
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neither the runner systems, nor any other part of the mold has been defined yet.

A part's fill analysis yields information that support decision concerning the number

of cavities, the ejection system and the cooling system. Later in the process, a

simulation that includes runner and cooling system, and that requires other

simulation modules, e.g., warpage/shrinkage is run again to support the design

refinement for the tool.

The objectives searched for in a simple isolated part fill simulation is:

Injection point

Flow lines orientation

Weld lines and air traps location

Hot zones

Clamping force

Fill time [Munoz. 1999]

Before the availability of such tools as the part fill simulation, considerations about

molds were done be thumb rules, years of experience, experimentation, and

complex formulas. One example of this is the study of flow lines orientation

[Trapero.1998].
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Annex figure 5-Mold design diagram. |Munoz.l999]

Plastic injection process and troubleshooting
Introduction

Before considering the use of simulation tools such as fill analysis, work is done to

meet quality requirements and manufacturability at the same time. Rules of

thumb are usually the firs steps towards this objective, being deployed much

before using any kind of CAE tool, may be this be related to the injection process

of the mechanical properties.
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Plastic Injection part design rules of thumb

Otto and Wood give a useful summary of plastic part design guidelines, which are

commonly used by industry and found in any plasfir part design review (Annex

Figure 6).

Annex figure 6-lnjection-molded part design guidelines. [Otto.2001]
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Plastic injection process rates of thumb

Smith mentions a list of simple rules of thumbs and formulas, used in the plastic

injection Industry to calculate injection machine related variables like clamping

force and machine injection pressure bar (Annex Figure 7). These results are

rough and not so accurate. As the project advances,, they are refined through

trying rind r-yporimffPtrstion. This stage ran be cnpnorted (not completely sofved)

by tools like part fill analysis simulations [Rrviimor

CLAMPING FORCE:
6.2 KN per each projected

area cm2

OPENING STROKE:
Part height x 2 + 50cms

SHOT VOLUME

LOW QUALITY
PART:

Actual shot
volume >M 20%

max. shot volume

MED/LOW QUALITY
PART:

Actual shot volume
</= 80% max. shot

volume

HIGH QUALITY
PART:

Actual shot
volume (around)*

40%-60% max.
shot volume

Annex figure 7-Plastic injection machine rales of tfeuibu Adapted from |Smtfe.l99S]

Rees [Rees.2001] explains a series of rules of thumb that involve not so much

formulas or numbers, as hints to avoid possible situations that can result in part

defects. In general, process related rules of thumb include-

General:

Tne more wall thickness, the more injection pressure required.

i c,.-^ pfncf-jr tpmpprnfi ire mpnns more material viscosity; ergo, to

higher met temperature, ensier flow

Tho higher the tfmnpratnrp, the longest the cycle time.

The faster injection velority, the rnnrr- rnnw^ssinn trppp^- &- h~>-~
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The more compression trapped air has, the higher its temperature.

As for the cooling system:

Only moving coolant is efficient for removing heat
All cavities and cores must be cooled w/ the same coolant flow.
Cavities' temperature when cooled must not have a larger A than

5°C.
The amount of heat removed depends on the quantity (volume) of
coolant flowing through the channels in the cavity/core.

The faster the coolant flows, the better.
The coolant must flow in turbulent flow pattern, rather than a laminar
flow.
The difficult to cool areas in the mold must be considered first (locate

heavy sections of the plastic part).
Shrinkage/warpage:

The farther from the gate, the higher shrinkage.
The cooler the part ts ejected from the mold, the less it will shrink.
The nearer the gates are to the thicker walls, the better packing
pressure will work (tNs and following of rules of thumb
[Beaumont.2002]).

Picture frame features (perimeter thicker than interior) provoke
uneven shrinkage.
The more shear stress, the more constant flow orientation.
The more constant flow orientation, the more residua! stress.

The more residual stresses, the more potential for warpage.
Higher shear stresses are most commonly found near the gate and at

the end of the fill.
The more wall thickness, the more warpage.

The more molding temperature, the more shrinkage.
The more filling and parking pressure,, the less shrinkage.
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Common problems in injection molding

There are many different types of defect which occur in molded thermoplastics

parts (see Annex Figure 8). The causes of these defects can be traced to the

molding machine, the mold, or the material.
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Annex figure 8-CoRinion defects in injected plastk parts. Taken from
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Nevertheless, the exact location of the defect origin is difficult (see following

tables). In this stage, injection simulation is used to assist in troubleshooting. CAE

analysis is an ideal way to experiment with the multitude of variables, both part
and tool related. Cost is minimized by the fact that no tools are constructed of
modified, no molding machine in contracted, no material has to be purchased, and
no scrap has to be disposed of.

SINK MARKS
Problem
Resin feed inadequate

Improper mold design.

Parts cool too rapidly

Rib section in part too wide.

Temperature of mold surface
opposite rib too hot
Entrapped gas.
Nozzle too restrictive, land length
too long.
Pressure too low.
Mold temperature too low or high

Stock temperature too high

Gate too small
Improper gate location
Nozzle and metering zone
temperatures too high.
Excessive cooling time in mold

Unbalanced flow pattern.
Bad check valve.

Solution
Increase resin feed. Increase length of dwell of piston in full-pressure position to
pack out mold.
Enlarge runners and gates to prevent freeze-off before part can be packed properly.
Locate gates on or as near as possible to thick section.

Slow cooling and retard cooling capacity by holding the part in an oven or in a well-
insulated area.
Decrease rib thickness to approximately 80% or less of adjoining wall.

Operate moid surface opposite ribs lower than rib side.

Provide additional mold vents.
Decrease land length, adjust or replace nozzle.

Increase injection pressure.
Increase or decrease accordingly

Decrease temperature of plastic melt.

Increase gate dimensions.
Change location of gate.
Reduce nozzle and metering zone temperatures.

Reduce cooling time in mold (may require a cooling fixture or water bath)

Increase gating; Increase shot weight, heat nozzle.
Replace

Annex table 1. Sink marks troubleshooting. [Rotuba.2004|

JETTING
Problem

Excessive injection speed.

Melt temperature too high.

Melt temperature too low.

Mold Temperature too low.

Solution

Decrease injection speed.

Decrease stock temperature.

Increase stock temperature.

Increase mold temperature
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Nozzle opening too small.

Gate and length too long.

Sprue, runner, and/or gate size too small.
Nozzle heating band malfunction.

Inefficient gate location.

Annex table 2. Jetting troubleshooting. [Rotuba.2004]

Use larger opening in nozzle

Decrease gate length

Increase sprue, runner or gate size.
Check nozzle heating band.

Change gate location so that material will impinge off the
opposite wall.

WARPAGE
Problem

Mold closed time too short.
Inefficient injection forward time.
Ram speed too high or too low.
Injection and holding pressure too high
or low.
Melt temperature inadequate.

Excessive nozzle and metering zone
temperatures.
Mold temperature too high (for thick
wall sections).
Parts cool unevenly.

Parts underpacked.
Improper gate location.
Gate too restrictive
Unequal temperature between mold
halves.
Non-uniform part ejection.
Parts mishandled after ejection.
Unbalanced gates on muttiplegated
part.
Too many stresses in part.

Solution

Increase mold closed time.

Adjust injection forward time.
Analyze parameters and adjust injection speed accordingly.

Analyze conditions, raise or lower as required.

Adjust cylinder temperature to match requirements for specific resin.

Decrease nozzle and metering zone temperatures.

Lower mold temperature.

Correct mold temperature variation. Reduce variation in wall thickness. Fixture
parts during post-mold cooling.
Increase feed.
Relocate gates to avoid thin sections, ribs, or curved sections.
Adjust gate dimensions to improve flow of resin.
Equalize temperature of both halves of mold.

Observe mold for part ejection uniformity.
Check handling of parts after ejection from mold.
Increase cylinder temperature.

Increase cylinder hear and decrease injection pressure.

Annex table 3. Warpage troubleshooting. [Rotuba.2004]

BLACK STREAKS, SPECKS
Problem

Contamination of material.

Holdup of molten resin molding
machine or mold runner system.

Press Contamination.

Local over-heating in the injection
cylinder.
Defective closure of the nozzle.
Oxidation by occluded air or inadequate
air venting

Solution

Examine material for contamination, particularly if reground resin is being used.
Check Machine hopper
Examine nozzle seat, cylinder walls and valves for "dead sport", surface
roughness and charred material. Polish surface of cylinder and streamline to
prevent hold up of material. Be sure that runner system is streamlined.
Raise stock temperature to loosen degraded resin from cylinder walls and purge.

Examine heater bands and controls for malfunctioning unit. Locate hot spot and
remedy problem.
Repair or replace nozzle as required.
provide additional vents in mold.
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Mold contains grease.
Trapped air
Inefficient injection speed.

Remove and clean
Increase stock temperature
Decrease injection pressure, decrease booster time

Annex table 4. Black streaks, specks troubleshooting. [Rotuba.2004]

CLEAR SPOTS
Problem

Unplasticated pellets.

Solution

Improve plasticating capacity of machine by addition of specially designed nozzle. Increase
cylinder temperature, increase cycle time. Use injection molding machine with higher
plasticating capacity. Increase back pressure. Change screw speed. Use higher compression
screw.

Annex table 5. Clear spots troubleshooting. [Rotuba.2004]

SPLAY MARKS
Problem
Obstruction in nozzle.
Screw rpm too high.
Back pressure too low.
Melt temperature too high.
Nozzle too hot.
Nozzle too small.
Gates too small.
Sprue too small.
Insufficient venting.
Burr in runner or gate.
Cracked mold.
Trapped volatile*.
Excessive moisture.
Resin contaminated.
Mold cavity contamination.
Excessive shot size.

Solution
Remove nozzle and clean
Decrease screw rpm
Increase injection back pressure.
Decrease temperature of plastic melt.
Reduce nozzle temperature.
Replace with larger nozzle
Increase gate dimensions
Replace with larger sprue.
Provide additional mold vents.
Remove and dean.
Replace.
Increase venting.
Test for moisture. Increase drying time or temperature.
Check supply, material handling system, and press; purge if necessary.
Check for contamination (e.g. water or oil leaking into mold cavity).
Move mold to smaller shot size machine.

Annex table 6. Splay marks troublshooting. [Rotuba.2004]

BRITTLENESS
Problem
Mold temperature too high
Inadequate cooling in gate area
Gate section of item too thin (gate brittleness)
Resin too cold.

Non-uniformity of resin temperature.

Solution
Decrease mold temperature.
Improve cooling channels to prevent heat buildup.
Increase thickness at gate
Increase cylinder temperature. Increase back pressure. Change
screw speed and use higher compression screw.
Increase cycle time.
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Undried material.
Contamination.

Poor part design.
Material degraded.

Non-compatible mold release.
Packing the mold.
Melt temperature too cold.
Excessive amounts of regrind.
Inadequate mold temperature
Excessive screw rpm
Excessive back pressure

Dry material before usage.
Check hopper, material handling system and press; purge if
necessary
Redesign part.
Evaluate resin supply. Make adjustments in pre-cycle preparations.
Replace if necessary.
Consult supplier of resin or mold release for compatible formulation.
Reduce feed and injection pressure, increase mold close time.
Increase cylinder and/or mold temperature
Decrease amount of regrind in feed.
Increase mold temperature.
Decrease screw rpm
Decrease back pressure

Annex table 7. Brittleness troubleshooting. [Rotuba.2004]

BLUSH
Problem
Mold temperature too cold
Injection fill speed too fast
Melt stock temperature too high or too low.
Improper gate location
Sprue and nozzle diameter too small.
Nozzle temperature too low.
Insufficient cold slug well.
Sharp Corners in gate area
Resin excessively moist.
Inadequate injection pressure.

Annex table 8. Blush troubleshooting. [Rotuba.2004]

Solution
Increase mold temperature
Reduce injection fill speed.
Analyze and raise or lower accordingly.
Relocate gate.
Increase diameters.
Raise nozzle temperature.
Increase in size or long.
Repair or redesign gate.
Pre-dry material.
Increase injection pressure.

MOLD FLASH
Problem
Mold parting surfaces do not seal properly.

Injection pressure too high.
Clamp pressure set too low or projected area or
item too large for clamp pressure of the machine.

Injection temperature too high.
Feed needs adjustment.
Hold time too long.
Inadequate mold supports.
Oversize vents.

Solution
Check and rework mold surface to obtain a good seal at the parting
line.
Decrease injection pressure.
Adjust clamp pressure to maximum. If use requirements permit,
select a higher flow resin to reduce injection pressure requirements.
Install mold in machine with higher clamping pressure, if large gates
are used consider restricting gating.
Lower injection temperature.
Adjust feed.
Decrease injection hold time.
Replace.
Decrease size of vents and if necessary increase number of vents

Annex table 9. Mold flash troubleshooting. [Rotuba.2004]]
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BURNS
Problem
Excessive Injection speed
Excessive injection pressure.
Inefficient moid temperature.
Excessive amount of volatiles due to improper Venting.

Improper gate location
Front zone temperature too high.
Screw speed too high.
Excessive back pressure.
Compression ratio of screw too high.
Faulty temperature controllers.
Frictional burring-gates too small
Dead material hung up on screw or nozzle.
Melt stock temperature too high or too low.
Nozzle diameter too small
Over-heated heater band

Incorrect screw rpm.

Solution
Decrease injection speed.
Decrease injection pressure
Adjust mold temperature.
Check venting of the cavity. If venting is inadequate, make
provisions for necessary venting. Vent cavity at point of air
entrapment. Knockout pins can be relieved to help in venting
Relocate gate.
Decrease front zone temperature.
Decrease screw speed.
Decrease back pressure.
Decrease compression ratio.
Adjust; replace if necessary
Increase gate dimensions.
Purge
Analyze and raise or lower accordingly.
Increase diameter.
Check heater band functioning. Decrease heater band
temperature.
Analyze screw rpm and adjust accordingly

Annex table 10. Burns troubleshooting. (Rotuba.2004]

BLISTERS
Problem
Screw rpm too high
Back pressure too low
Mold temperature too low.
Gate improperly located
Insufficient venting.
Regrind too coarse

Solution
Reduce screw rpm
Increase injection back pressure.
Raise mold temperature
Relocate gate.
Provide additional mold vents.
Material needs additional regrinding.

Annex table 11. Blisters troubleshooting. [Rotuba.2004]

WELD LINES
Problem
Material too cold.

Injection speed too slow
Entrapment of air at weld line.
Improper mold design.

Contamination of poorly dispersed pigments.

Solution
Increase cylinder temperature to give optimum strength.
Increase back pressure, Change screw speed.
Increase injection pressure and speed.
Vent cavities at parting line or weld point.
Relocate gates to change flow pattern and expel air from the
moid. Increase the thickness in the weld line area or add a rib.
Open the gate to remove restriction to flow.
Check barrel, screw and non-return valve for contamination.
Improve color dispersion by use of dispersion plug or
compounded color.
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Core shifting.

Mold temperature to low.
Injection speed too slow.
Melt stock temperature to low.
Injection pressure too low.
Insufficient mold venting
Cylinder temperature too low.
Injection back pressure too low.
Nozzle diameter too small.
Excessive screw flights in metering zone.
Improper gate locations and/or size.

The positioning of the core should be checked to determine if a
shift has occurred. This could cause thinning at the weld.
Increase mold temperature.
Increase injection speed.
Increase melt temperature.
Raise injection pressure.
Provide additional vents in mold.
Raise cylinder temperature.
Increase screw back pressure.
Increase nozzle diameter.
Use screw with shallower flight in the metering zone.
Increase size and/or relocate as necessary.

Annex table 12. Weld lines troubleshooting. [Rotuba.2004]

CRAZING
Problem
Insufficient drying of the material.
Contamination.

Injection temperature too high (crazing accompanied by
discoloring or yellowing).
Mold surface contaminated
Inadequate injection speed.
Inefficient injection forward time.
Excessive injection pressure.
Mold temperature too low.
Gate too large.

Solution
Increase time or temperature of pre-drying cycle.
Check supply, material handling system and press; purge if
required
Reduce stock temperature of melt.

Clean mold surface in area of crazing.
Increase injection speed.
Modify injection forward time.
Decrease injection pressure.
Increase mold temperature. Use a runner block.
Decrease gate size.

Annex table 13. Crazing troubleshooting. [Rotuba.2004]

VOIDS
Problem
Injection pressure too low
Packing time too short
Insufficient feed of material
Mold temperature too low.
Injection speed too high
Excessive cushion
At the side of a rib; rib too thick.
Runners or gate too small or badly positioned.

Annex table 14. Voids troubleshooting. (Rotuba.2004]

Solution
Increase injection pressure.
Increase packing time.
Increase feed allotment.
Raise mold temperature.
Decrease injection speed.
Decrease cushion
Reduce rib thickness.
Increase and/or improve dimensions. Relocate near heavy
sectors.

CRACKS
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Problem
Parts cool too quickly
Molded-in stress
Wall thickness too heavy for
compound.

Solution
Increase mold temperature. Put parts in insulated container to cool.
Reduce fill rate. Increase mold temperature.
Use compound with higher molecular weight base.

Annex table 15. Cracks troubleshooting. [Rotuba.2004]

DELAMINATION
Problem
Contamination of resin by additives or
other foreign materials.

Resin temperature too low.
Non-uniformity of resin temperature.

Wrong mold temperature.
Excessive material moisture.
Inadequate injection speed.
Sharp corners at gate.
Incompatible polymers.

Solution
Examine resin for foreign material, particularly if regrind is being used. Check
for contamination is hopper, handling systems, cylinder walls, mold, etc. Purge
cylinder thoroughly to remove any other resin from previous runs. Check with
pigment supplier to ascertain whether soaps or other incompatible additives
have been used. Check resin used in color concentrate. If base resins are
incompatible or too different in flow or density, delamination can result.
Increase cylinder temperature.
Use higher back pressure, change screw speed. Use higher compression
screw.
Adjust mold temperature.
Dry material.
Increase injection speed.
Radius all sharp corners at gate,radius base of sprue if sprue gate.
Change resins

Annex table 16. Delamination troubleshooting. [Rotuba.2004]

SURFACE FINISH
Problem

Inadequate polish of mold surface.

Material or mold too cold.

Air entrapment.
Melt index of material too low.
Improper mold design.

Wrong injection pressure.
Excessive injection speed.
Inadequate flow.
Contamination
Resin excessively moist
Sprue, runners, and/or gate size too small.
Pigment agglomerates.
Oil or grease on knockout pins.

Solution
Prepare moid surface to give the gloss of texture expected for the molded
item.
Increase cylinder temperature. Increase overall cycle time. Increase mold
temperature.
Vent cavity at point of air entrapment.
If service requirements will permit, use a higher flow resin.
Relocate gates to change flow pattern and reduce indications of turbulence
in flow. The material should not be injected directly into the cavity, but should
impinge on the mold surface.
Adjust injection pressure.
Decrease injection rate.
Increase cylinder and mold temperature, increase gate and cushion.
Check feed for foreign material.
Pre-dry material.
Increase sprue, runners or gate size.
Increase screw back pressure.

Wipe mold surface.

Annex table 17. Surface finish troubleshooting. [Rotuba.2004]
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FLOW LINES
Problem
Stock temperature too low.
Runners too small
Improper gate size and/or location.
Mold temperature too low.
Inadequate cold slug well.

So/of/on
Increase melt temperature
Increase runner size
Increase size and/or relocate as needed
Increase mold temperature
Increase in size or number

Annex table 18. Flow lines troubleshooting. [Rotuba.2004]

SHORT SHOTS
Problem
Insufficient feed, cushion.
Inadequate injection pressure.
Inadequate injection speed.
Insufficient booster or injection high-
pressure time.
Inefficient screw delay.
Inadequate injection back pressure.
Melt temperature too low.
Cylinder temperature inadequate.
Mold temperature too low.

Gates, sprues, and/or runners too small.
Excessive screw flights in metering zone.
Insufficient venting.
Improper gate location.
Melt index of resin too low.
Excessive clearance between non-return
valve and barrel.
Screw bridging.

So/of/on
Adjust feed to minimum consistent cushion.
Increase injection pressure.
Increase injection speed.
Increase booster or high-pressure time.

Adjust screw delay..
Increase back pressure.
Adjust screw speed to give higher melt temperature.
Raise cylinder temperature.
Increase mold temperature, particularly for very thin, large-area parts. Use
a short sprue with an extended nozzle.
Enlarge gates, sprue diameters and runners
Use screw with shallower flights in the metering zone.
Provide additional mold vents.
Relocate gates.
If use requirements permit, select higher flow resin.
Replace worn parts.

Reduce rear zone temperature, increase forward zone temperature.

Annex table 19. Short shots troubleshooting. [Rotuba.2004]
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APPENDIX B. Literature review table
Technology acquisition impact literature review is shown in Annex Table 20.

Simulation software selection and performance measurement literature review is

shown in Annex Table 21. Plastic injection simulation software related publications

are shown in Annex Table 22.
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Plastic Injection simulation research examples
Process Simulation and Optimization for Injection Molding -
Experimental Verifications and Field Applications

UH-SHENGJURNG; MICHEAL PEIC; DAVE BRADLEY.

Journal of injection mokSng technology. June 2002, Vol. 6, No. 2

Abstract

It is widely recognized that computer simulation enhances an engineer's capability

in handling many important aspects of injection molding. However, there remains
a gap between the numerical predictions and the ultimate objective of employing a

simulation, which is to achieve the optimal design and process setup. TO bridge
this gap, work has been done to couple a process simulation tool for injection

molding with an optimization package. This integrated system helps engineers
determine the optimal design and processing parameters more efficiently and
effectively. To ensure reliability of the process simulation tool, experimental
verifications have been conducted by comparing the predicted and actual linear

shrinkage and pressure trace of injection molded test bars and optical retardation
of an industrial precision optical lens. Further, process and design optimization has

been performed for the optical tens to rmnimize the cyde time while keeping the
optical retardation below a threshold. With the help of the automated integrated
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system, the overall optimization task can be accomplished in a single day instead

of 10 days as the manual optimization approach. In addition, the new, optimal

design and processing parameters significantly reduce the optical retardation in the

optical lens.

Adopting "Scientific Molding" Methodology in a Simulation-Based
Approach to Optimize Injection Fill Time

GA. BUTTON; Y.M. DENG; Y.C LAM

Journal of injection moking technology. Dec 200. Vol. 6 No. 4

Abstract

This paper explains how current best practice for qualifying and setting up plastic

injection molds, "scientific molding'', can be incorporated into a simulation

environment to improve part and moid designs. The study is limited to analysis of

injection fill time. The paper describes scientific molding and the procedure to

determine the optimal fW time. This is followed by a discussion on how scientific

molding practices can be adapted to a simulation environment A software

implementation of the approach has been developed using SoSd Edge and

Moldflow simulation software.
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APPENDIX C. How plastic injection simulation
works
Historical background
Plastic injection simulation as a program

The word "simulation", according to the Webster's Dictionary, is:
"The imitative representation of the functioning of one system or process by means of the

functioning of another."

According to Osswald & Gramann, injected plastic product development went from

the use of Finite Difference Method, to that of Finite Element Method, and the

trend is towards the Boundary Element Method [Osswald.et.Gramann.2001],

The Finite Difference Method (FDM) that emerged in the 1930's for use in hand

calculations. This method proved to be easy to program and could predict

variables such as flow rate and pressure in simple geometries. The most common

use was in ID simplified scenario.

With the advent of digital computers in the 1960's, the calculations evolved to the

use of the finite Element Method (FEM), which almost in all fluid flow analysis,

uses the Gaterkin method of weighed residuals to obtain the final equations.

Injection molding simulation software sold up to this day, are programmed with

the FEM. The method can predict mold filling, fiber orientation, shrinkage and

warpage of thin plastic parts. Geometries can be modeled in 2D and the so-called

2V2D. The latter can be explained as the consideration of 2D layers to represent

each face of a given injected plastic part This consideration, as it can be logically

derived, limits the analysis in bulky parts, or parts with thickness-watt length rates

of more the l:3[Beaumont2002]. Other limitations include difficulty with

calculating high order derivative solutions such as velocity gradients, as wett as the

Galerkin intrinsic error which is carried throughout the computation.

The Boundary Element Method (BEM) came out at about the same time as the

FEM, but since it involved complex mathematics and so was not as popular as the

latter. But the accuracy of its higher order derivatives is better. The method is

presently used to simulate the mixing of fluids, and is still in linear problem
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analysis level. In terms of computational time, is not so different with other

methods, but the ease with which complex geometries can be generated is

appealing enough for research to help it find its way to popular use.

Annex Figure 9-Time line of milestones in injection molding CAE development.

[Beaumont2002]

Plastic injection simulation as a tool

According to Pfeifer [Pfeifer.1994], the customer needs changes can be

understood revising the history of the product market, the labor market, and the

company organization. Annex Figure 10 shows the first case, in which we can see

a high demand of products, a mass production and a broad market in the 1950s.

Post war world state of affairs are lead by the explosive economic prosperity of the

United States, which doesn't have reconstruction expenditures as a result of the

2nd World War (as opposed to other winners such as England or France), and

cheap oil that enables the popularization of plastics. Also, the spread of

technological advances from military Research and Development laboratories tD

civil industry takes place [Salvat.1973]. Customers where are not demanding in

terms of having differentiated products, as much as in the sole experience of
consuming.
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Annex Figure 10-Historical review - product market [Pfeifer.2002]

Computers are still big machines that need large spaces and lots of money to be

useful. Since the goal is to produce large quantities of the same product, the

major efforts go towards the standardization of production processes. Labor is

highly specialized and divided into simple repetitive tasks (which will enable its

gradual modeling and automation). Factory organization was influenced by Taylor's

principles, dividing tasks into the simplest movements possible to manufacture any

product of any complexity. We see the situation in Annex Figure 11, where Pfeifer

shows the historical review of labor market. The philosophy of specialization

focused on simplicity perms the whole organization, which is one-dimensional and

function oriented (Annex Figure 12). Product design is still a drafting table

experience, but automated control enters the production floor. Rembold reports

the invention of the numerical control, the first successful combination of hardware

and software technology, in 1947 [Rembold. 1993]. This is the start of a non-stop

advance towards the computer integrated manufacturing (CIM), term introduced

by Harrington Jr. in 1973 [Regh.2001].

The 1970s bring more than new terms to the picture. We see a general increase

in complexity of the scenario. Thanks to technological advances, computer aided

processes take another step into the manufacturing industry. But interface

friendliness is still too far to make any software speak comprehensively to the

average person. Aside from that, the complex mathematics that would enable
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FEM were still being defined [Cortes.2003]. Nevertheless, the first commercial

mold filling analysis programs appeared around 1975. Main frames computers

and limited ID flow analysis was a mix that combined with the highly abstracted

modeling and results interpretation, had a poorly popular effect on its use. The

lack of graphics didn't help, nor the limited use in rather simple geometries or

simplified representations of plastic flow [Beaumont.2002].

•highly functional
division of activities

• simple activities

• lack of workers

• complex actrvites

• increasing prosperity

• leisure society

• fierce competition

• changing political
conditions

• many unskilled workers • inflow of foreign
employees

• increasing importance
of qualification

• increasing expenses

• high level of
qualification

• flexibility of labour

• motivation and
setforganization

1950 1970 1990 2000

Annex Figure 11-Historical review - labor market. [Pfeifer.2002]

The 1990s breed the leisure society, who demands increasing customization and

quality of products. Past environmental careless exploitation results is the rise of

pollution awareness and rejection, and so not only product quality in terms of

customer satisfaction impacts manufacturing costs, but also the need to substitute

materials and production practice. By this time, technological advances in terms of

computers have advanced but in hardware and in software enough to give way to

FEM simulation software that not only included graphics, but had advanced to 2D

(and later on, 2V2D meshing) [Beaumont.2002] . Plastic injection simulation is

now an important piece in plastic product development, along with Computer-

Aided Design (CAD) and Computer-Aided Machining (CAM) tools.
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Annex Figure 12-Historical review - organization. [Pfeifer.2002]

Plastic Injection Simulation basics (Mold filling)1

Computerized mold filling analysis is becoming a widely accepted tool in the

plastics industry. The basis, regardless of the software algorithms, is the finite

element mesh. The quality of the mesh in linked to the quality of results. Factors

such the evaluation of critical areas, the selection of mesh density, the adaptive

meshing techniques, etc., influence the accuracy of results as well as the

processing time.

The node is the basic element of finite element. These are place on a three

dimensional model of the part at a given density, defined as "mesh density".

Elements are connected nodes, usually triangular in shape and two-dimensioned.

The nodes are placed at the center of the wall thickness, and a constant thickness

value is assigned to the elements. This is called shell or mid-plane model. During

the analysis, the different variables that are fed into the program, such as

temperature, pressure, % fill, etc., are calculated at the nodes. The computer

uses the connectivity information that is provided by the elements to determine

how these values change from node to node. All existing software uses linear

1 Bibliography for this chapter include: [Beaumont.et.al.2002], [Engelstein. 1998c], [Vazquez.2003],
[Moldflow.2004].
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elements (the interpolations of the nodes' values are assumed to be linear). This

limits accuracy, since reality doesn't always behave linearly. Although there's a

kind of finite element analysis where the interior or the element is represented by

a higher order polynomial, which allows larger elements to be more accurate, it

takes more computer power. Software studied in this thesis doesnt include it.

Processing Time

There are several approaches to understand processing time when mold fill

analysis is run. According to Engelstein1, the processing time required to run a

mold fill analysis is dependent on the number of elements (thus the node density)

and is governed by:

t=&
where t is processing time, and D is node density. This equation is derived form

the notion that each processing cycle will have more elements filled. Good

programs will process only elements that have plastic in them. So if one additional

element is filled each cycle the computer will process n(n+l)/2 elements. Actually,

more than one additional element will be filled each cycle, so this factor will vary

between the value calculated earlier and rf. For the large values of n that are

typical in fill analysis the growth of the this factor can be treated as rr2.

Since n is proportional to the node density squared, the overall time is proportional

to the 4 th power of the node density. Engelstein reports the case of a 30cm2

meshed at 0.78 nodes/cm, which takes approx. 24 mins. to complete. Increasing

this to 1.18 nodes/cm (a factor of 1.5), increases the processing time by a factor

of 5, over 2 hours.

Moldflow processing time (reference data)

Moldflow, one of the leaders in Plastic Injection Simulation Software, published a

study of several parts run in the following computer models:

PC I: SGI Fuel 700 Mhz, MIPS Rl 2000 IP32 CPU, 700Mhz in speed, 1GB in RAM.

PC I I : HP-UX RX2601, 64-Bit Itanium 2 CPU, 900MHz in speed, 12GB in RAM size.
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PC I I I : HP-UX RX5670a, 64-Bit Itanium 2 CPU, 1000MHz in speed, 12GB in RAM

size.

PC IV: HP-UX RX26033, 64-Bit Itanium 2 CPU, 1300 MHz in speed, 12 GB in RAM

size.

PC V: HP 9000/785, PA-8700 CPU, 750 MHz in speed, 2GB in RAM size.

PC VI: AMD 2200, Athlon XP CPU, 1.7 GHz in speed, 2GB in RAM size.

PC VII: HP Intel Xeon 3GHz, Intel Xeon CPU, 3.06 GHz in speed, 2 GB in RAM

size.

The results can be observed in Annex Table 23. Although this study was made

with the aim of performing a benchmarking on different computers, the relation

between node quantity and processing time can be calculated. The tendency is, as

expected, to take more time as more nodes are involved.

ANALYSIS MODULE NODE Hours taken to process

PC PC PC PC PC PC PC
I II III IV V VI VII

midplane
midplane

midplane

midplane

midplane

midplane

flow
flow

flow

flow

flow

flow

2507
3115

4597

6596

9325

9990

0.195
0.234

0.543

0.541

1.347

1.556

0.217
0.246

0.501

0.516

1.199

1.605

0.18
0.077

0.423

0.432

0.979

0.374

0.14
0.167

0.336

0.345

0.785

1.039

0.302
0.432

0.87

1.196

1.703

2.134

0.175
0.222

0.534

0.586

1.423

1.472

0.149
0.161

0.34

0.352

0.835

1.037

Annex table 23-Processing time as reported by Moldflow. [Moldflow.2004]

Cadmould processing time (generated data)

Another approach can be made to measure processing time. Vazquez reports

Cadmould, German plastic injection simulation software, uses superficial area

values and file sizes to get an idea of the information is given to derive the node

density [Vazquez.2004].
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Annex table 24-Processing time for Cadmould fill analysis.

An experimental run made as a part of this thesis, can be observed on Annex table

24. The conditions used were:

The computer used was a Toshiba Satellite 1100, with a Celeron(R) CPU 1.80 GHz

processor, 512 MB in RAM, and 20 GB in the hard drive.

The Cadmould module use was fill analysis.

The material considered was Sumitomo Noblen polypropylene.

The processing parameters were the Cadmoulddefault values.

The part general form can be appreciated in Annex Figures 13,14 and 15.

Annex Figure 13-Figure type A
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Annex Figure 14-Figure type B

Annex Figure 15-Figure type C

Accuracy

Flow pattern and weld line location
Weld lines are formed when two flow fronts meet a sharp angle, while air traps are

pockets of gas that are trapped inside the cavity with no place to vent. In terms of

the use of linear elements, there are a couple of thumb rules to consider: weld

lines will always be seen on the edge of an element, and air traps must surround a

single node. This derives from the fact that each node has a time associated with it

when it is 100% filled. Any points inside or along the edge will have the average

fill time of the three nodes. Cadmould, German plastic injection simulation
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software, uses superficial area values. Since the average is </= to the highest of

the three nodes, a weld line will occur at the point in an element that is filled last

and so has the highest value. This results in the accuracy of the weld line being

directly related to the node density. A similar relation goes with air traps.

The overall accuracy of the flow path is also comparable to that of weld lines. The

straighter the flow path the larger the elements can be, and viceversa.

Mid-plane
Mold fill analysis is based on a mid-plane model. This means the elements are

two-dimensional, with a numeric thickness, linked three-dimensionally. This has

an effect on curves (fillets and bosses), as well as on parts with small wall

thickness-to-thickness ratios. The latter case is better understood by observing

Annex Figure 16. Present programs assume the flow through a shell element goes

through two plates with no edges. When the part has wall thickness with width-

to-thickness ratios of 2:1 or 3:1, the prediction will not be so real, with inaccuracy

increasing with ratio. The former case can be observed in

Other assumptions include:

Symmetrical melt conditions across a runner. Although true in simple runner

cases, this assumptions starts introducing noise in the output precision when the

runner branches.

. . . . .
\ . \ y

Annex Figure 16-Flow assumptions of most 2 VxD simulation programs.

|BeaumonL2002J.
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Molten material behavior. It is assumed that the material analyzed is a common

molten polymer, affected in its viscosity by temperature and shear. When in

presence of materials such as long glass fiber materials, this assumption generally

yields inaccurate results.

- • • / , '

Figure 31-Representation of geometries with curves and bosses, in 2 14 D mid-plane analyses.
|Beaumont2002].

Latest simluation techniques

Beaumont et. al. mention a modeling method developed by Moldflow, which is

relatively was patented in 2000, and first commercially available in 1997. It uses

standard 3D STL model format, creating a shell mesh on the two outside surfaces

of a 3D model. The elements on the opposite surfaces of a wall area matched and

aligned. The STL mesh is automatically refined by the analysis code to produce a

more uniform triangular mesh on the outside surface geometry of the part. The

mesh maps the geometry in the least number of triangles based on a given

tolerance. Although it appears to be perfomed on a true 3D model, it is still based

on shell geometry and utilizes most of the same assumptions as with the more

traditional shell models.
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According to SIMCOM patent claim P2072 EP [SIMCOM.2002], simulation software

Cadmou/dworks as follows:

1. Read the geometry description file (.stl, .vrml, IGES, STEP, VDA-FS, FEM

Volume-Model, FEM-Model of surface)

2. Read material parameter (viscosity, thermal parameter)

3. Read process parameter (mass temperature, volume rate, packing pressure,

packing duration, wall temperatures, injection point)

4. Repair geometry description if necessary

5. Generate surface mesh

6. Measure thickness

7. Generate internal structure

8. Define gate location and/or runner

9. Define boundary conditions to simulation

10. Run calculation

11. Store results

In this software, the surface model has to be a closed one, the thickness is not

defined (as it is Moldflow mid-plane model), it needs internal structure and some

internal structure has to be neglected.

The following is part of a patent claim made by SIMCOM, company that owns

Cadmould, the injection simulation software used to develop this thesis. This

segment describes how the software works.
"Simulation of fluid flow and structural analysis within thin walled three dimensional geometries"

Description

The instant invention pertains to the simulation of fluid flow and structural analysis within thin-walled three-
dimensional geometries in which the input for the simulation is an outer skin or a volumetric geometry description
and contains a mesh of Finite Elements or in which a mesh of Finite Elements is generated. Injection molded parts
are very often complex objects to which high quality demands are made. There are different processing methods
for the different kinds of plastic and a set of special processes with which it is possible to optimize part properties to
its application. The application properties of plastic parts depend besides on the used material strongly on the
processing history in the injection molding process. In most cases even with a lot of experience it is not possible to
design neither an optimal part, nor the relating injection mold nor to use the right processing parameters. Very
often injection molds have to be modified multiple times before the plastic part has the needed quality. Each
modification step means a signfticant investment since the mold modifications easity are above 15 % of the initial
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mold cost. Even more effect can be achieved by optimizing gate locations, runner balance, part wall thickness,
mold cooling and process parameters.
For this reason already in the 7O's procedures were developed with which it was possible to simulate and optimize
the injection mold. Today the injection molding simulation is developed to an industrial applicable standard
engineering tool. The injection molding process can be simulated from the filling phase over packing up to
shrinkage and warpage of a part cooled down to ambient temperature. Special processes can be simulated
such as sandwich injection molding, gas injection and injection compression molding. Also the injection molding
of elastomers, thermosets, LSR and RIM materials can be examined.

In this framework the assumptions are made that the motion of a polymer can be described by the Navier-Stokes-
Equation where the viscosity depends strongly on temperature and shearing. That means a coupled system for
the energy equation and the Navier-Stokes-Equation has to be solved. For thin walled parts some simplifications
can be made, for example neglecting the inertia forces. At the beginning of each simulation it is necessary to
prepare the geometry of the part in a way, that the desired software is able to handle it. For this there are four
general possibilities:
Standard Methods
1. Midplane Model
Most injection molding parts are thin i.e. their thickness is very small compared with the other dimensions. In this
model the part is three-dimensional represented by so called thin shell finite elements, which may be triangular or
quadrilateral, to which the local thickness is assigned as physical attribute (Annex figures 17 and 18). The ideal
location of these elements is the true midplane with equal distance to these surfaces. A description of this location
is not available from a CAD system as a by-product of part design. Instead of the correct midplane therefore a
single-plane model of one selected surface (of two opposing) is generated, as the surfaces are a regular product
of CAD. The simplest model is the filling pattern method which is based on the principal of Huyghens wave
propagation G. Menges. Eine Methode zur Bestimmung des FlieBfrontveriaufs be/m Spritzgiessen von
Thermoplasten. In

Plastverarbeiter, 3 / (1I):67I-676, 1980. A better model is based on the generalized Hele-Shaw-Approximation of
the Navier-Stokes-Equation. Comparison of the forces in the melt shows that the friction in the thickness direction is
the dominating one. This results in a parabolic equation for the pressure. This equation has Dirichlet-Boundary-
Conditions at the flow front and Neuman-Boundary-Conditions at the cavity wall. For the energy equation only
the heat conduction in the thickness direction, the shear heating and the convection are considered. These
equations are solved in every time step and combined with an updating of the flow front position using a control
volume approach or a level set method. See P. Filz. Neue Entwicklungen fur die Simulation des SpritzgieBprozesses
von Thermoplasten. Dissertation, RWTH Aachen, 1988, C. Hieber, H. Chiang and K. Wang. A unified simulation of
the filling and postfillling stages in injection molding. Part I: Formulation. Poly. Eng. Sci., 31:116-124, 199/, C. Tucker,
editor. Computer Modeling for Potymer Processing. Cari Hanser Veriag, Munich, Vienna, New York, 1989 for details.

2. Volumetric Model
A volumetric model describes the total volume of the geometry in tetrahedral, pentahedral or hexahedral
volumetric Finite Elements. An additional way to describe a volumetric mesh is to use orthogonal three
dimensional elements. The simulation for both models may be performed using the Finite Element Method
FEM, the Finite Volume Method or the Finite Difference Method. D. M. Lipinski, W. Schaefer, and E. Render
Numerical modeling of the filling sequence and solidification of castings Modeling of Casting, Welding and
Advanced Solidification Processes IV. The Minerals, Metals and Material Society, 1993; K. F. Webelhaus
Numerische Simulation des SpritzgieBprozesses unter Berucksichtigung dreidimensionaler Stromungseffekte und der
Materiakompressibilitat, Dissertation RWTH Aachen 2000.
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3. Boundary Element Method
For the boundary element method the governing equations are transformed in a way that only an integral
equation on the boundary (surface) has to be solved. This means that only on the surface a mesh has to be
generated. Injection molding simulations using a Boundary Element Method are described in: F.S. Costa, W.
Thompson, and W. Friedl. An adaption of the boundary element method for modeling gas injection molding. In
Simulation of Material Processing: Theory, Methods and Applications (Numiform 95), pages 1113-1118. Balkena,
Rotterdam, 1995, and in R.E. Khayat, A. Derdouri and LP. Hebert. A three dimensional boundary-element
approach to gas-assisted injection molding. J. Non-Newtonian Fluid Mech., 57: 253-264, 1995.
Evaluation of the standard methods
Unfortunately a midplane model cannot be made automatically by any software tool available, at least not for
more complex real life parts. This means to perform simulations in the midplane model substantial interactive work
has to be made to prepare a 3D CAD information, typically given in a standard format like IGES or VDAFS, for
simulation. Nevertheless the midplane model is still the most commonly used one for process simulation and it has
proven to be pretty accurate and has been successfully used for years. The advantage of a midplane model is,
that the three dimensional flow of a fluid in a thin walled three dimensional geometry can be simulated using a
two dimensional Hele-Shaw type of flow description. Volumetric models can only be modeled automatically with
tetrahedra and orthogonal three dimensional elements, but since in thin walled geometries there are high
gradients of e.g. temperature and shear rate, it is necessary to descretisize multiple times in thickness direction.
This leads to very large element numbers and therefore to too long computing times for non scientific use.
The Boundary Element Method = BEM can only perform purely on the surface if the kernel of the differential
equation is known. Because of the non constant viscosity of the polymer melt in injection molding an additional
integral over the interior of the part remains in the equation. Besides this every surface element is connected to
every other, which results in a large computation time for high element numbers.

4. Surface Model
A way out of this dilemma is to use the surface model or the outer skins of volumetric models for simulation.
Normally todays CAD systems can generate e.g. stl files or other part surface (outer skin) information
automatically. In general e.g. a stl file can be used for performing simulations in the same way as a midplane
mode (Annex Figure J9J. Nevertheless in some geometry configurations without adapting the model and/or the
simulation method to the geometry the simulation results may be unrealistic. The filling pattem in (Annex Figure 20)
where the plate is injected in the center of the top, is obviously wrong. The isochrones should look more or less the
same in the top and bottom view. The reason for this is, that the flow simulation is only performed on the surface of
the part with a given thickness and without an inner framework structure or approaches to synchronize the flow.
One method to avoid this problem is described in US patent 6,096,088 with matching each element of the first
surface with an element of the second surface between which a reasonable thickness may be defined, wherein
matched elements of the first surface constitute a first set of matched elements and matched elements of the
second surface constitute a second set of matched elements, specifying an injection point, and performing a
flow analysis using each set of the matched elements. In this way, the injection point is linked to all locations of the
first and second surfaces from which flow may emanate such that resulting flow fronts along the first and second
surfaces are synchronized." It is the main object of the instant invention to describe a new method to use surface
models for simulation of fluid flow within thin walled three dimensional geometries avoiding the generation of a
midplane or using a standard volumetric mesh. According to the invention this main object is reached in that for
getting a numerical information of the local part thickness a first defined thickness is achieved by measuring the
length of a vector starting from the centre of gravity of each polygon normal to the element plane in the
direction to the inside of the part until the vector leaves this part, that the surface mesh is filled with a framework
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of rod elements extending from node to node of the polygons through the part's inside within reasonable low
distance from the normal direction and that the injection point(s) is/are integrated into the mesh at any place on
the polygons or the nodes of the Finite Elements mesh. Further important objects according the invention are
achieved by the features being subject of the subclaims.
According to the invention the course of simulation is as follows:
1. Read the geometry description file (.stl, .vrml, IGES, STEP, VDA-FS, FEMVolume-Model, FEM-Model of surface)
2. Read material parameter (viscosity, thermal parameter)
3. Read process parameter (mass temperature, volume rate, packing pressure, packing duration, wall
temperatures, injection point)
4. Repair geometry description if necessary
5. Generate surface mesh
6. Measure thickness
7. Generate intemai structure
8. Define gate location and/or runner
9. Define boundary conditions to simulation
10. Run calculation
11. Store results
With some of the before mentioned steps not being absolutely necessary in some cases. Only the points 4, 6, 7
and 11 differ from a calculation in the midpiane model. Point 4 differs because using a midpiane model normally
the geometry description is accepted as it is. For the surface model method according to the invention the
geometry has to be one closed surface. Point 6 differs because in a midpiane model the thickness is already
defined. Point 7 differs because a midpiane model does not need the intemai structure. Point 11 differs because
some values on the intemai structure have to be neglected.

Annex figure 17. Comparison volumetric model - midpiane model. [SIMCOM.2002]
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Finite Element* Netz

Annex Figure 18. Finite element mesh of a bulb socket [S1MCOM.2002]

STL-Datd

Annex figure 19. *.stl file of a box type part.

1

II
1

Top
Bottom

8
Annex figure 20. Filling isochrones simulation performed in surface mesh without inner framework

structure, top and bottom view. {SIMCOM.2002]
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APPENDIX P. Models' formulas
Cost

The first formula used in the model built in excel, is the one the sums up the total

quantity of part run in the cycle considered. The parts run per design are fed by

the user, as well as the years considered per cycle. This model considers 3 years

in its cycle (Annex Figure 21).
rn f>pnFllF

Total qt) of new designs per c)des
Tot. Qt) of parts
•eats per «)cle
Engineers involved (qt))
54 timefeng. for sim

completitt
new design ffeat
percentage with compatible files
percentage with no comp. FHes
percentage without flies
prep compatible files (Ms)
prep non-compatible files(hrs)
prep no file parts
parts per design

1
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l=(SUMfD15:FI5))TO
!£| SUM(numberl

B.OOX
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V5X
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2Oy.
3
3
45

500.000

Annex figure 21. Total quantity of parts calculation

Then the user feeds the time required to prepare files for simulation. In the case

of the case study, the information has been taken from questionnaires made out to

several companies quantity of part run in the cycle considered.

PRftFiiF

Total qtj of new designs net cedes tOS
Tot. Qtf of pans 6,375.000
fears per cjcl* 3
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*
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2
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1
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USD 1.785

Annex figure 22. Calculation of file prep, time
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Total or.J of new designs p«r cycles
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Annex figure 23. Calculation of file prep, time

rn PBfifnf I
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monthly salary per engineer

(.500.00 USO
20.000.00 USD

USO 580.36
US01.785.71

H V purhehase (leyes. Iteno)

upgrade hw year 1
upgrade hw year 2
upgrade hw tear 3

low upgrade medium upgrade

Annex figure 24. Calculation of file prep time
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The exchange rate is fed also by the user, and it is referred in the cells (Annex

Figure 25).

1 pr«p M> «!• |Mfts
1 parts P*M design

dsofM»« module
eontpw* acquisition
hours pMd«9

noncUf salarf p#r teefmfci«i
noniMt ***an »*f iminur

npyrte hv few 1

onr*4t fcw f*«* 3

9
IS

9
6
48

E*

9 9
27 45

U28.000 500.000 500.000

t 1

6.500 00 3 USO \*02.WY.,[
20.000.00 USO USO 1786.71

low u p y * * * medium upgrade

1
t

MltTIAI IHVFSTMPUT
Soft*** cost
Softw«* upd*t*
trtst. Tim* training

Equip™*
EquiprrwN putchas*

IDIAL

VEARI
USO 30.000.00

USO 10,000 00

USO485D
USOK.07143

USO 2.50000
USO 0.00

USO S9.05C.S3
USO 562 44
USO » 02773

YEAB2

USO3.000.00

USO 2,000.00

USO 509JS
USOK.075.00

USO 750.00

USO 23.134.3C
USO 220.33
U S D I O T W 9

YEAR3

USD 3.000.00

USD 2,000.00

USD 534 S2
USDI7.71S.75

US01,000.00

USO 24.253.S7
USO 230.99
USO •.•1141

USO 30.00* 00
usot.oooeo
USO 10.000.00
USO 4.000.00

USO1.5M2*
USD50.CC9.10

USO 2.500 M
USD 1.750.00

USO 106.444.46
USD 1.013.76
USO 0 0 * 7

Annex figure 25. Exchange rate

The software cost is referenced from another excel sheet, as it is shown in Annex

Figure 26. The cost referred here is from the current Cadmould modules

quotations [Vazquez.2004]. As the figure shows, the cross reference is on the

next sheet, named "calc_cost". The cost can be changed whenever software

brand is changed.

According also to Cadmould current costing, annual license is considered to be

12% of the purchasing price [Vazquez.2004]. This is shown in Annex Figure 27.

Labor costs are also referenced from sheet named "calc_cost" (Annex Figure 28).
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peroeotag* (Mthout l ies
prep lime tor •omp Me* (•»«)
prep tHae (or •oa-aomp Hies (krs)
prep time tor no file part
part tua per ceaie

Softw*f* mOaMe
Mt̂ wiffttton from M M W M N
tut. P M «*•»

tvcluiieU I M « I *al«rj
• A J . Lev*! £*L*Wf

HV wpfiad* 9*«r 1
HV o»ff*«• f*«* 2
HV wp«t*4* fl*«c 3

fx
3
8
18

rvt4

I,09
5

$
S

low

ws.
ey.
3
9
27

1K5.000
IM m

Ji

6.500.00 USO
20.000 00 USO

1
IIIIIM !•! Mall UO<

1

20X
3
3
46

500.000
sariakaqe/wari

10

USOK03S
USO 1785.71

1

500.000
ase

IHHTIA1 HtfVFSTyfr|fr
Softw«*oost
Software upgr «1*

Utxxcon

YEAR1
• f D i r c i k COste2r

USO 6,030.0?
USO 9.6+2.8S

USO 2.500.00
USO 0.00

USO 30.448.93
USOBC9.97
USO 8.A1433

YEAR2

USO I.473.C

USO 6,33157
USO K>, 125.00

USO 750.00

USO 18.S79.69
USO 533.71
USD 0.00879

YEAR 3
(vOSl_.ior..^sg*»Fl7*C«IC_COSl!

"US01,473.12

USO 6.648.H
USOW.631.25

USO 1000.00

USO t9.7S2.52
USD 5S4.36
USO 0.00930

63) USO 12.27S.00
USD 2.946.24

USO 19.009.79
USD 30.399.11

USD 2.500.00
USO 1.750.00

USD 68,881.14
USD €56.01
USO 0.0106

Annex figure 26. Cross-reference cost on frontpage of cost model

For technician salary case, it is calculated the amount of maximum time it is

projected to be invested throughout the year in simulation (Annex Figure 29). This

value is extracted from the amount of parts classified by complexity, given by the

user; the time it takes in processing a solution, according to the study made with

a considerable safety cushion of time; and the number of iterations calculated to

be made, according to the complexity of the part. This last variable, the number

of iterations is defined by the user. Once the total hours needed for human

supervision of simulation (which includes part preparation time, part simulation

tiem and part report time), the percentage of salary is considered for the year

expense. Unless the total percentage of hours actually needed is less than 50%, it

is considered to have a technician devoted to sim. This case can be seen in Annex

Figure 30. The salary calculation is cross-reference from the frontpage information

about the labor costs.
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v**ks »•! t*ai
t*clu>icU l*v*l salacj
9n9. L*v*l salari
Hatdvv» purdiase O*f«s. Osno)

HV upgrxt* f*M 1
HV «p*ra4* )tai 2
HV spar ad* veaf 3

48

*

lova

6.500.00 USD
20.000.00 USD

1
p t f a d t high upgiu

1

USD 580.36
USD 1.785.71

1

IMITIAL IMVESTMEMT
Software cost
Software upgrade

nPFRATmmmsTS
Labor cost

technician
engineer

Equipment
equipment purchase
equipment upgrade

TOTAL

YEAR1
JUS012^76.00

USD 6.030.07
USD 3.642 86

USO 2.500 00
usoaoo

USD 30.448.33
USD 863 97
USD 0.01433

YEAR 2
5
|tO30-0.l2

USO 6.33157
USD 10.125.00

USD 750.00

USD 18.67S.63
USD S33.71
USD 0.00879

YEAR 3

JUS01.47312

USO 6.648.15
USD 10.631.25

USO 1000.00

USD 19.752.52
USD 564 36
USD 0.00930

USO 12.276 00
USO 2.346 24

USD 19.009.79
USD 30.399.11

USO 2.500.00
USO 1.750.0*

USD 68,881.14
USD CSS.01
USO 0.0108

Annex figure 27. License upgrade cost (CADMOLD ref.)

The engineer's salary is defined by the company organization of team work. For

example, simulation can be contained in the product engineering department,

where each product engineer would be responsible for supervising the simulation

of each of his/her projects.

IMITIAI IMVCSTMEMT
Software cost
Software upgrade

npFRATinw C O S T S
Labor cost

: technician
engineer

Equipment
equipment purchase
equipment upgrade

TOTAL

Cost iwr pact

VEARI
USD 12.276.00

|^oakLCO»!C22
USD 9.642.86

USD 2.500.00
USD 0.00

USD 30.448 33
USD 86$ 37
USD 0.81433

YEAR 2

USD 1.473.12

[USD 6.33157
US010.125.00

USD 750.00

USD 18.S79.S9
USD 533 71
USD 0.00079

YEAR 3

USD 1.473.12

USD 6.648.15
USD 10.631.25

USD 1.000.00

USD 13.752.52
USD 564 36
USD 0.00930

USD 12.276 00
USD 2.346.24

USD 19.009.79
USD 30.3*9.11

USD 2.500 00
USD 1.750.00

USD 68,881.14
USD 656 01
USD 0.0108

( • M \ c o s t _ f r o n t p a g e / c a l c _ c o s t / c o n d r t i o n s / b e n e f i t j r a t / | <

Annex figure 28. Salary cross-reference

In this case, the total number of engineers involved in design thafs aided by

design should be fed in the model, as well as the proportional percentage of time

given by the engineer to the simulation supervision. This is shown in Annex

Figures 32 and 33.
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COSt
RAPID FILL
FILL
WARP EXPERT
unidades «n bora

cost
USD 5,460.00

USO 12,276.00
USO 37,000.00

Cltiempo prep Cltiempo prep
fCQmp) (no comp)

Cltiempo prep Cltiempo CITiempo
(no file) cafe _ _ resut

1 8 L _ Q 3000*1 P.SQOQJ
18 o.aooo o.sooi

maximum hours of simulation per vear
hours on shift considered
shifts considered per week
weeks considered per year
maximum hours of simulation
Fill analysis simulation cole.

complexity 1 part type
complexity 2 part type
complexity 3 part type

percentage of max srm hours used

equip. Hrs
labor compatible

file
-s--.-+i^)*(Bi5* •cost_frorrti>agelD9)

100.0000
245.0000

381
1 8 %

206.7500
367.5000

719
3 3 %

labor non-
cemp files

92.700)
57 5000
45.5000

196
9%

labor no
file parts
43.4250

221.2500
686.0000

951
4 4 %

Annex figure 29. Hours needed for simulation
Fill analysis s imulat ion calc.

complexity 1 part type
complexity 2 part type
complexity 3 part type
sum
percentage of max sim hours used

LABOR COSTS £
amount of technicians required
amount of engineers

percentage of eng. Time for sim
eng. Time chunk for sim (total)

Qty
i s
10
10
35

-SUM(E19:G19|)
1 SUM(numberl,

3
15%
45%

iterations
3
S
7

t por ano
(runber2], ...)(.29

USD 9,642.86

labor compatible tabor non- labor no
equip. Hrs file comp files file parts

36.0000
100.0000
245.0000

381
18%t

145.1250
206,2500
367.5000

719
33%

92.7000
57.S000
45.5000

196
9 %

43.4250
221.2500
686.0000

951
44%]

Annex figure 30. Sum of hours actually used for simulation

Fill analysis simulation calc

complexity 1 part type
complexity 2 part type
complexity 3 part type
sum
percentage of max sim hours used

LABOR COSTS
amount of technicians required
amount of engineers

percentage of eng. Time for stm
eng. Time chunk for sim (total)

I

qtr
15
10
10
3 5

0.8635
1.00 1

3
15%
4 5 %

iterations equip. Hrs
3 36.0000
5 100,0000
7 245.0000

3 8 1

1 8 %

por ano
|»cost_frontp3gelF21*12|t'B22i

USD 9,642.86

labor compatible
file

145.1250
206.2500
367.5000

719

3 3 %

labor non-
comp files
92.7000
57.5000
45.5000

196
9 %

fabor no
file parts
43.4250

zn.rsoo
686.0000

951
4 4 %

Annex figure 31. Technicia salary

LABOR COSTS
amount of technicians required
amount of engineers

percentage of eng. Time for sim
eng. Time chunk for sim (total)

0.8635
1.00

=cost frontoaae!D5
^cost_frontpage!D6

45%

por ano
USD 6,964.29

USD 9,642.86

Annex figure 32. Engineer cost
LABOR COSTS
amount of technicians required
amount of engineers

percentage of eng. Time for sim
eng. Time chunk for sim (total)

0.863S
1.00

1

por ano
USD 6,964.29

=B|24«&:j| USD 9,642.8

Annex figure 33. Engineer cost calculation.
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Equipment costs are also referred to sheet "calc_cost", as well as the first part of

the "costjrontpage" sheet, where the company can feed the information about

upgrade or complete purchase of equipment. On "calc_cost" sheet the referenced

prices for upgrading or complete purchasing of computer. This is shown in Annex

Figures 34 and 35.

days per week
weeks per year
technicia level salary
enp. Level salary
Hardware purchase (l=yes

HW upgrade year I
HW upgrade year 2
HW upgrade year 3

5
48
$ 6,500.00
$ 20,000.00

0=no)E 1
low upgrade

1

USD USD 580,36
USD USD 1,78571

2
high upgrade

1

INITIAL INVESTMENT
Software cost
Software upgrade

OPERATION COSTS
Labor cost

technician
engineer

Equipment
equipment purchase
equipment upgrade

TOTAL
Cort per detlon
Cost per part

YEAR 1 YEAR 2
USD 12,276.00

USD 1,473.12

USD 6,964.29
USD 9,642.66

USD 7,312.50
USD 10,125.00

cost!B41
USD 750.00

USD 31,383.14 USD 19,660.62
USD 896.66 USDS61.73
USD 0.01477 USD 0.00925

YEAR 3

USD 1,473.12

USD 7,678.13
USD 10,631.25

USD 1,000.00

USD 20,782.50
USD 593.79
USD 0.00978

USD 12,276.00
USD 2,946.24

USD 21,954.91
USD 30,399.11

USD 2,500.00
USD 1,750.00

USD 71,826.26
USD 684.06
USD 0.0113

< • H\cost_frontpage/calc_cost / conditions / bene(it_caic /

Annex figure 34. Equipment costs

LABOR COSTS
amount of technicians required
amount of engineers

percentage of eng. Time for sim
eng. Time chunk for sim (total)

EOUIPMENT COST
Total purchase of equipment
low upgrade
medium upqrade

0.8635
1.00

3

1 5 %

4 5 %

USD 2,500.00
USD 7S0.00

USD 1,000.00

por ano
USD 6,964.29

USD 9,642.86

Annex figure 35. Equipment cost calculation

Benefit

The first formula used in the model built in excel,is the one that calculates the

cycles of production. The cycles are the one considered, as the machine hours are

counted per each time the mold opens and closes. This is why the number of
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cavities is important, as well as the total number of parts being run. This is shown

in Annex Figure 36.

O. PROFILE
Production cycles considered
shifts considered
cavities per mold
hours per production shift
days per production year
standard machine cost/hr

=4000)30/04
2
!4
8
330

USD

1

1
17.S3

BENEFIT Condition 1 vs. Condition 2
Condition 1 hours S08.33
Condition 2 hours 458.50
Condition 1 hour cost USD 8,911.08
Condition 2 hour cost USD 8,037.45
Saved hours 49.84
In USD USD 873.64

Annex figure 36. Cycles per year calculation

The benefit is calculated by finding out the delta of cycle time calculated with and

without the aid of simulation software. "Condition 1" and "condition 2" are

referred according to the cycle time calculated, and the total amount of cycles

considered. This is shown in Annex Figures 37 and 38.

horns p*t pfo***tH>* shift

sti»da>< nuchtat oostifc*

BENEFIT Condition 1 vs. Condition 2
Cofidaonlhours
Condkian2hours
ComMoftlhoorco*
Ccm*)on2hourcost

Saved hours
In USD
Percentage saved

F=fD»rO2V«VS0
(58 50
USOMIUC
USD 8.037.45

49.84
USD 873.64
10<M>

CONDITION 1
CALCULATED TIME
CYCLE TOTAL TIME

CONDITION 2
CALCULATED TIME
CYCLE TOTAL TIME

311

\ta
[«.3O

0.92

16.51

Annex figure 37. Condition 1 hour calculation
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Production cgcles considered .100.000
shifts considered
cavities per mold
hours per production shift
days per production fear
standard machine costflw

330
USD 17.53

BENEFIT Condition 1 vs. Condition 2
Condition 1 hours
Condition 2 hours
Condition 1 hour cost
Condition 2 hour cost

Saved hours
In USD
Percentage saved
Dafs saved

508.33
I =(D45'D2y80V60
USD 8.91108
USD 8.037.45

49.84
USD 873.64
10%
3.11

CONDITION 1
CALCULATED TIME
CYCLE TOTAL TIME

CONDITION 2
CALCULATED TIME
CYCLE TOTAL TIME

1.02
18.30

0.32
Jji6.51

Annex figure 38. Condition 2 hour calculation

Afterwards, the time is converted into money taking in account the Standard

machine cost per hour. This last value is given by the company. This is shown in

Annex Figures 39 and 40.

I
Production cicles considered 100,000
shifts considered
cavities per mold
hours per production shift
daf s per production jear
standard machine costAu

330
USO 17.53J

BENEFIT Condition 1 vs. Condition 2
Condition 1 hours
Condition 2 hours
Condition 1 hour cost
Condition 2 hour cost

Saved hours
In USD
Percentage saved
Dajs saved

®,33

458.50

USO 8.037.45

49.84
USD 873.64
1 O « M J
3 11

Annex figure 39. Hour cost for condition 1
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HP, PPOFM F

Piodwctwrn cycles considered
shifts considered
oavities p«i mold
horns pet production shift
dags per production fear
standard machine costlM US017.5 $

BENEFIT Condition 1 vs. Condition 2
Condkion 1 hours
Condkion 2 hours
Condftion 1 hour cost
Condkion 2 hour oost

Saved hours
In USD
Percentage saved
Dags saved

.508.33
^458.50 J,

49.84
USD 873.64

Annex figure 40. Hour cost for condition 2

The hours and days saved are derived from the delta between condition 1 and 2 as

well. As an extra point of view, the percentage of saving per project is also

shown. This percentage represent the time of production saved from condition 1

to condition 2. All this is shown in Annex Figures 41, 42 and 43.

PfodqctkHi cjd»s 100.000

shifts COIKM*C*4
cavities per mold
hoars p#r production shift
dag % per production gear
standard machine oostlta USD 17.53

BENEFIT Condition 1 vs. Condition 2
Condition 1 hows
Condition 2 hours
Condition t hour cost
Condition 2 hour oost
Saved hours
In USD
Percentage saved
Dags saved

18.33
[458.50
USD 8.91108
USD 8.037.45

USD 873.64
10<
3.11

Annex figure 41. Production hours saved
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Production cictes considered 100.000
shHts considered
cavities pet moM
hours pel production shift
dajs p«r production jear
standard machine oostfhr

BENEFIT Condition 1 vs. Condition 2
Condition 1 hours ^508.33 j[
Condition 2 hours 13*58.50 _ v
Condition 1 hour cost *USO8.9ii68
Condition 2 hour cost USO8.037.4S
Saved hours 49.84
In USD USD 873.64
Percentage saved 10«M>
Da*s saved |*(011-bi21<{O5'03) 1

Annex figure 42. Production days saved

Production clclts coi»sid»fed WO.000
shifts considered 2
oaurties per mold 4
hours per production shift 8
dais per production year 330
standard machine costlhr

BENEFIT Condition 1 vs. Condition 2
Condition 1 hours 508.33
Condition 2 hours 458.50
Condition 1 hour cost
Condition 2 hour cost 38.037.45
Saved hours 49.84
In USD USD 873.64
Percentage saved | = 1-D14/D13 I
D*fs SMT«4 3.11

Annex figure 43. Percentage of production time saved
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APPENDIX E. Questionnaires

Fecha de aplicacion de en cuesta: 27/05/2004
INFO GENERAL DE EMPRESA
Razon Social*: MabeTyP
Ubicadon*: Santiago de Queretaro, Queretaro.
Nornbne de contacto*: Mauro Cardenas Camacho

Tamangi.
Micro

•
Pequena Mediana Grande

Numero de empleados adrnini strati vos 180-200
Numero de empleados operarios 50-70
Capacidad en horas dire etas N/A hrs/ano

Giro:
Procesamiento de plasticos unicamente Combinacion de prooesos

Mercado:
(indicar porcentajes en cada categort'a, %)

Cajas
Vasos
Enseres domesticos
Audio y video
Arb'culos de oficina
Medico
Contenedores
Herramientas
Facias y consolas
Vistas (transporte)

Tapas
Estuches
Juguetes
Desechables

Agn'cola
Carcazas
Aparatos electt-omcos
Faros y cala veras |
Ottos:

Material:
(Jndicar porcentajes en cada catecori'a, %)

| |ABS 3% | |Otro: Acero 5%

1 lAcetal 5% | |Otro: Aluminio 5%

1 lAcrflico | lotro:

Cubetas

Calzado
Higiene Personal
Construccion
Muebles
Tarimas

Paries de motor

| I Nylon 5%
| Policatbonato

ileno 60%

I I Poliestireno 10%
| Polietileno Alta densidad (HOPE)
| Polietileno Baja densidad (LOPE)

I IPVC 2%

1 De dciieiOa oan el D><
estidtfcactfit Oe empi
(il-SDJ. c) n«I4n< «

>•<! Ofc^lOe \a TeOeidco
C34S (en elseclai <*H]USII>
vipi«Sd (Sl-ZSD), 0) g»6<*

3^u<nle <n<anc<a: a) t i c a c - n p ^ M (D-1D), o) pequ«K
4 (2.S1 «n 4<3eldn(e).
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Promedio de volumen de produccion (miles de piezas) porano (en temnoplastioos): 11,000
Promedio de cantidad proyectos nuevos porano (en termoplasticos): 30-40

Tamanos de moldes utilizados:
(Jr>dicar porcentajes en cada categorfa, %)

menos de 100 kg 100 a 250kg

500 kg a 1 ton I 1 a 2.5 ton [ 2 0

5 a 10 ton I 1 10 a 20 ton fT^T

250 a 500 kg

2.5 a 5 ton

mas de20 ton

Software de simulation utilizado (mencionar los modulos que incluye):
C-mold, Plastic Adviser, Mold Adviser... Se tienen pocas licencias pero con todos los modulos.
Caracteristicas da hardware en que se utiliza el software:
Pracesador de 2.SGHz, 2.0GB en RAM, 123MB video.

Encuesta:
1) Etapa del desarrollo de producto usa la simulacion;

I 'antes de disefiar moldes (pieza definida en geometn'ay material}
I 'antes de construir moldes ("rallies a ociadas)
I 1 antes de lanzar a produccion (mattes cansciuiios. oa»<jcon«sae i
I Idurante la produccion (rediaefto, reducci<Sn decostos)

Otro:

ZlCthietivo del uso de simulacion
I Unalizartitmpos de ciclo, prtsiones de inyeccion, llenado de pie2as (proceso)
[ lanalizar li'neas de soldadura, llenado de piezas (diseno de pieza)

analizar ubicacion y geom. de pun to de inyeccion, sprues, airtraps... (a»sii>oc<in oe

3) cCuanto tiempo (hrs.) se torna en preparar la pieza para la simulacion?
1-2 SEMANAS Depende la complejidad de la pieza y el nivel de precision t-equet-ida

4) cCuantas veces Simula la pieza?
Las que sean necesarias dependiendo de los resultados de cada simulacion

5) De acuerdo con la pregunta 2, que cambios resultan despues de la(s) simulaciones? (i.e.,
cambios en tiempos de ciclo)
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Si es diseno, validamos que no tengamos esfuerzos en zonas de union de material asi
como concentraciones de esfuerzo en zonas critic as, si es reduccion de costo o rediseno
por lo regular se opta por reducir tiempos de ciclo.

6) cCuanto tiermpo (hrs.) invierte en la(s) simulaci6n(es)?
1-3SEM

7) cCuantas pruebas reales de molde realiza despues de usar la simulacion antss de tener tiros
aceptables? (asumiendo que traslada los parametros arrojados por la simulacion a la inyectora)
De 3 a 5 supongo reaimente este dato no lo tengo porque yo no estoy en produccion

3) cCuanto tiernpo invierte (hrs,) en una prueba real de inyeccion?
Menor a 20min supongo reaimente este dato no lo tengo porque yo no estoy en
produccion
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|Fecha de aplicacion de en cues ta: 21 Junk), 2004_
INFO GENERAL DE EMPRESA
Razon Social*:
Ubicadon*:
Nombrede contacto*:.

Tamanoi;.

_Ing. _Juan Vargas (Lider de Proyectos y Mejora Continua) ,

Micro Pequena Mediana Grande

Numero de empleados administrativos 45
Numero de empleados operarios 560
Capacidaden horas dire etas 140,000_ hrs/ano

Giro:
Procesamiento de plasticos unicamente Combinacion de procesos

Mercado:
(indicar porcentajes en cada categor/a, %)

Cajas
Vasos
Enseres domesticos
Audio y video
Articulos de oficina
Medico
Contenedores
HetT'amientas
Facias y consofas
Vistas (transports)

Tapas
Estuches
Juguetes
Desechables

IZH Cubetas

Calzado
Higiene Personal
Construccion
Muebles
Tarinias

Agricola
Carcazas
Aparatos electronicos
Faros y calaveras | | Paries de motor
Otros: Botellas sopladas

Material:
{indicar porcentajes «/> cada categon'a, %)

) Acrflico
| 2% | Nylon
| | Policaibonato

| |Otro:

]Otro:
lotro:

3% | Poliesbreno

I Polietileno Alta densidad (HOPE)
I Polietileno Baja densidad (LDPE)
|PVC

. c) •ne«4«« (Sl-ZSD).G) g'«"
<^l) Oe

«<nb>« Oel 2DDZ,
), 0)
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Promedio de volumen de produccion por afio (en termoplasticos): 40 millones
Promedio de cantidad proyectos nuevos por ano (en teimoplasticos): 35 proyectos_

Tamanos de moldes utilizados: Es mas usual cataloqar a los moldes por fuerza de cierre. por
lo que la siquiente tabla quedaria como sique:

(indicar porcentaj&s en cada categoria, %)

20

menos de 25 t

310 t a 600 ton

1500 t a 2000 ton

30 30 a 100 ton

620 t a 1000 ton

Mas de 2000 ton

50 120 t a 300 ton

1000 a 1500 ton

Fun ciones
Especiales

Software de simulacion utilizado (mencionar los modulos que incluye):
Ninguno

Caractensticas de hardware en que se utiliza el software:
Ninguno

Encuesta:
1) Etapa del desarrollo de producto usa la simulacion:

e« a.ea>net>* yI antes de disenar moldes (p«» ad-

I I antes de oonstruir moldes

I I antes de lanzar a produccion ("iotas const'«3io3, cono<co"cs4c p<acesa bĉ <<c«socf>n'445)

I ' duranta la produccion (ieo<sel>a, •«0uoz<Sn de aazlas)

• H B o t r o : _ S e hace solo cuando el proceso de detenminada pieza esta dando problemas_

21 Obietivo del uso de simulacion
I ] analizar tiempos de ciclo, presiones de inyeccion, llenado de piezas (proceso)

janalizar li'neas de soldadura, llenado de piezas (diseno de pieza)
lanalizar ubicacion y georn. de punto de inyeccion, sprues, airtraps... (co»H'ucc<S»
I Otro:_Hallar el proceso idoneo de piezas problema

3) tCuanto tiempo (hrs.) se toma en pneparar la pieza para la simulacion?
No se reaHza

4) dCuantas veces Simula la pieza?
No se reaHza
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5) De aaierdo aon la pregunta 2, que cambios resultan despues de la(s) simulaciones? (i.e.,
cambios en tiempos de cicio)
_La mayoria de las veces se encuentra el cicio mas estable de la pieza problema

6) tCuanto tiempo (hrs.) invierte en la(s) simulaci6n(es)?
_No se sabe, lo realiza una compania externa

7) tCuantas pruebas reales de molde realiza despues de usar la simuiacion antes de tener tiros
aceptables? (asumiendo que traslada los parametros arrojados por la simuiacion a la inyectora)

Una, con duracion hasta que se estabiliza el proceso y se toman parametros de production
aceptables, confiables y repetitivos

8) iCuanto tiempo invierte (Krs.) en una prueba real de inyeccion?
De 16 a 24 horas depende de la complejidad del molde
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Fedia de aplicacion de en cues ta: 12^07/2004
INFO GENERAL DE EMPRESA
Razon Social*: <3E Consumer & Industrial
Ubicadon*;_320 Plantas en el mundo
Nombre de aontacto*:_Santiago Yamin Abud

Tamann1;
Micro Pequena Mediana Grande

Numero de empleados administrativos
Numero de empleados operarios
Capacidad en horas dire etas hrs/ano

Giro:: D Procesamiento de plastioos unicamente x Combinacion de procesos

Mercado:
(Jndicar porcentajss en cada categoria, %)

Cajas
Vasos
Enseres domesticos
Audio y video
Articulos de oficina
Medico
Gontenedores
Herramientas
Facias y conso/as
Vistas (transports)

Tapas
Estoches
Juguetes
Desechables

Agri'oola
Carcazas
Aparatos electronicos
Faros y ea/areras
Otros:

Cubetas

Calzado
Higiene Personal
Construccion
Muebles
Tarimas

[ y, I Paries de motor

Material:
(,ir>dicar porcentajes en cada categorfa, %)

JABS
]Acetal

1 lAcrflico
] Nylon
] Policarbonato

| | Polipropileno
I I Poliestireno

| Polietileno Alta densidad (HOPE)
| Polietileno Baja densidad (LDPE)
IPVC

|C*ro: Noryl SE-1
I •• lOtro: Zytel

lOtro: Ultem

1 De 4Cue*4a oo" el D<di<a OTc^l de Id reOei«c<J
eal<4l*ro9ci(Sn Oe e>npiesds (en elseclai *«<<lu3li4
(11-SO). c) "leo^ma enpiesa (Sl-ZSD).O) g w

«l 0*a 3D Oe 0c<>nDie Oet 2DD2,
) Oe Id s^u<nie tn^neia: 4) *n<C
n i w u ( iSl eo«oeldite).

bs
D)
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Prainedio de volumen de produccion (miles de piezas) porano (en termoplasticos):142 mjlbnes de
do lanes en piezas de plastico
Promedio de cantidad proyectos nueuos porano (en termoplasticos)!_120 Millones de dolares
invertidos en NPI (New Product Introduction)

Tamanos de moldes utilizados:
(indicar porcentajes ei> cada categon'a, %)

menos de 100 kg

500 kg a 1 ton

5 a 10 ton

100 a 250kg

1 a 2.5 ton

10 a 20 ton

250 a 500 kg

2.5 a 5 ton

mas de20 ton

Software de simulacion utilizado (mencionar los modulos que incluye):
Mold Flow, Magma.
Caracteristicas de hardware en que se utiliza el software:
PC

Encuesta:
1) Etapa del desarrollo de producto usa la simulacion:

I I antes de disenar moldes (p«*i ocl-«<i4 «
I I antes de construir moldes ("MBes o
I I antes de lanzar a produccion ("latoescansUuilas.
L———I durante la produccion (leooeita. leOuociin oe casuis)
I v I Otro; Durante prooesos fallidos en produccion de prototipos.

?*! Obietiuo del uso de simulacion
I lanalizartiernpos de ciclo, presiones de inyeccion, llenado de piezas (proceso)
| |anali2ar li'neas de soldadura, llenado de piezas (diseno de pieza)

an ali jar ubicacidn y geom. de pun to de inyeccion, sprues, ai it raps... (ca>3tniac<t» <te »iola=)
Otro: Todos los anteriores, ademis para revisar orientacidn de las fibras del poh'mero y rnanipular el

pandeo.

3) iCua'nto tiempo (hrs.) se toma en preparar la pieza para la simulacion?
2-3 horas

4) dCua'ntas veces Simula la pieza?|
Las neoesarias
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5) De acuerdo oon la pregunta 2, que cambios resultan despues de la(s) simulaciones? (i.e.,
cambios en tiempos de cido)
Calailo de compuertas, modification de puntos de inyeccion, Cambio de materiales, llenado,
tiempos de ciclo.

6) tCuanto tiempo (hrs.) invierte en la(s) simulaci6n(es)?
12-15 horas

7) cCuantas pruebas reales de molde realiza despues de usar la simulacion antes de tener tiros
aceptables? (asumiendo que traslada bs parametros arrojados por la simulacion a la inyectora)
35% menos que sin la simulacion

8) cCuanto tiempo invierte (hrs.) en una pnjeba real de inyeccion?
_4 horas, cabe mencionar que al trabajar con 6 Sigma, las muestras deben estar en estado estable
para ser aceptadas.
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de aplicackSn de encuesta: 21/7/04
INFO GENERAL DE EMPRESA
Razon Social*: MONTOI, S.A. de C.V.
Ubicadon*: Libramiento No rests km 27, Escobedo, N.L.
Nombre de oontacto*: Jose A. Gonzalez

Tamanoi.
Micro I I Pequena Medians Grande

Numero de empleados administratiuos
Numero de empleados ope ratios
Capacidad en horas dire etas

142
1034
2,500,000 hrs/afio

Giro:
Procesamiento de plastioos unicamente Combinacion de prooesos

Mercado:
(indicar porcentajes an cada cat&goria, %)

Cajas
Vasos
Enseres domesticos
Audio y video
Articulos de ofictna
Medico
Contenedores
Herramientas
Facias y consofas
Vistas (transports)

Tapas
Estuch&s
Juguetes
Desechables

Agricola
Carcazas
Aparatos electronicos
Faros y ca/averas
Otros:

Cubetas

Calzado
Higiene Personal
Construccion
Muebles
Tarimas

Paries de motor

Material:
(indicar porcentajes en cada categoria, %)

I 0 0 lAcetal
I 0 0 lAcn'lico

I ] .6 I Nylon
I 0 0 I Policarbonato
I 34 4l Polipropileno

I 0 1 I Poliestireno
I 59 51 Polietileno Alta densidad (HOPE)
I 0 0 I Polietileno Baja densidad (LDPE)

Otro: PP W/Taloo (TPP)

Otro: Polietileno (MPE)

Otro: Flexomero (TPE)

4cue>0a oan cl D*d<̂

-SD). c) «ica

^l Qc Id redeidc^n, ol 0 4 10 Oe <3c«in0>e Get ZDDZ, 9s
(en c l x c l a i :<iOu3tî l) <Sc la i ^ e m c "IO'CH: a) nti(K

(SlZSD).a) gian enpiesa (ZS1

hz c>:ie><as Oe
. 6) pcqucfi
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Promedio de vokjmen de produccion (miles de piezas) porano (en termoplasticos): 11,219,630
Promedio de cantidad proyectos nuevos porano (en termoplasticos): S nuevos proyectos p/ano

Tamanos de moldes utilizados:
(indicar porcentajes en cada categoria, %)

16.6 menos de 100 ton 41 .6 100 a 250 ton 35.8 250 a 500 ton

3.3 500 a 1000 ton 2.7 1 0 0 ° a 3 0 0 ° t o n I I

Software de simulacion utilizado (mencionar los modulos que incluye):
_MOLDFLOW y PRO-E
Caracteristicas de hardware en que se utiliza e! software:
_CNC con intsrfase para PRO-E

Encuesta:
1) Etapa del desarrolb de producto usa la simulacion:

I 1 antes de disenar moldes (p<za ad^-a* en 9«o<nei<4
BHBB antes de construir moldes ("rallies a'eetaaas)
I I antes de lanzar a produccion (•nofcieicansin.iKii. oa"Oc<i««ac
I Idurante la produccion (ledixiia. >e0ucc<S« ae oasias)

2lj£ihietiwo del uso de simulacion
I lanalizartiempos de ciclo, presiones de inyeccion, llenado de piezas (proceso)
D l a r i j l i z i r Ifneis de soldadura, llenado de piezas (diseno de pieza)

Sanalijar ubtcacion y geom. de pun to de inyeccion, sprues, airtraps... (oj'siocc'̂ n oe mate)
Ofro:

3) cCuanto tiempo (hrs.) se toma en preparar la pieza para la simulacion?
1 dfa en geometnas complejas.

4) iCuintas veoes Simula la pieza?
En promedio 2 simulaciones.

5) De a cue r do con la pregunta 2, que cambios resultan despues de la(s) simulaciones? (i.e..
cambios en tiempos de ciclo)
Relocalizacion de puntos de inyeccion, agregar venteos, rnodificar lineas de enfriamiento.
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6) cCuinto tiempo (hrs.) invierte en la(s) srnulacion(es)?
_3 hr para las piezas con geometrfas cornplejas

7) iCuantas pruebas reales de molde realiza despues de usar la simulation antes de tener tiros
aceptables? (asumiendo que traslada los parametros artojados por la simulacion a la inyectora)
_En promedio se realizan 2 pruebas +1 para liberacion de rnolde

8) cCuanto tiempo invierte (hrs.) en una prueba real de inyeccion?
De 5 a 10 hrs en tonelajes chicos (50 a 400 tons) y de 24 a 48 hrs en tonelajes grandes (hasta
3000 tons). Nota, estas horas incluyen el montaje-desmontaje y coneccion del molde.
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Fedia de aplicacion de encuesta: 02/Jun/04
INFO GENERAL DE EMPRESA
Razon Social*; SoSneider Electric - Square D
Ubicadon*:
Nombne de contacto*: Jesus Talavera Basawe

Tamafv
Micro I Pequena I Mediana Grande

Numero de empleados administrati vos 100
Numero de empleados operarios 700
Capacidad en horas dire etas hrs/ano

Giro:
• Procesamiento de plasticos unicamente Combinacion de procesos

Mercado:
(Jndicar porcentajes en cada categona, %)

Cajas
Vases
Enseres domesticos
Audio y video
Articutos de oficina
Medico
Contenedores
Herramientas
Facias y conso/as
Vistas (transports)

Tapas
Estuch&s
Juguetes
Desechables

Agncola
Carcazas
Apai-atos electronicos
Faros y calaveras
Otros: Equipo Electrico

cz: Cobetas

Calzado
Higtene Personal
Construccion
Muebles
Tarimas

| | Paites motor

Material:
(indicar porcentajes en cada categona, %)

]ABS

]Acetal
]Acrflico
] Nylon
] Policarbonato

I I Polipropileno

I " I Poliestireno
I - I Polietileno Alta densidad (HOPE)

] Polietileno Baja densidad (LDPE)
]PVC

Otro:

| lOtro;

1 [Otro:

Oe acueiaa can el O^io OFc^lae la rc
st<4L>r<dC>dn 4e «nipiesd3 (en elsecioi
11-SD), c) "K0j«« enpiesi (51-2SD). <

a l o i 3D0e Oc«>ni>ie ocl 2DD2. xesldDlsosn
Oe la 3<au<nts i*i4ne*4: 4}

(2S1 e n l )
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Promedio de volumen de production (milesde piezas) porano (en termoplasticos):_20000_
Promedio de cantidad proyectos nueuos porano (en fcermoplasticos): menos de 10

Tamanos de moldes utilizados:
(indicar porcentaj&s en cada categoria, %)

i—a
menos de 100 kg
500 kg a 1 ton

5 a 10 ton

100 a 250kg
1 3D* I 1 a 2.5 ton

10 a 20 ton

250 a 500 kg

2.5 a 5 ton

mas de20 ton

Software de simulacion utlizado (mencionar los modulos que incluye):
_Moldflow
Caracteristicas de hardware en que se utilize el software:
_tBM Z P.g. Xeg* &%i}x. 1GB R[MM RAM

Encuesta:
1) Etapa del desarroHo de producto usa la simulacion:

1—- 1 antes de disenar moldes (p«zo ad'-^oo en gea<nei'* y >ndi«i^i)

I 1 antes de cons truir moldes (molaesdiseiidoas)

I 1 antes de lanzar a production (mattes <»>>3t<u<]<i3, amOoanesOe piaocsa U^i

Jdurante la produccion (•eaisciio, •eaucc«5" oe aasus)

JOtroi

2XQbietivo del uso de simulacion
I * I analUar tiempos de ciclo, presiones de inyeccion, llenado de piezas (proceso)

analizar linens de soldadura, llenado de piezas (diseno de pieza)
analizar ubkacion y geom. de pun to de inyeccion, sprues, aiitraps... (co»si>i.oc<S» a«
Otro:

3) iCuinto tiempo (hrs.) se torn* en preparar la pieza para la simulacion?
Promedio de 1-2 horas

4) tCuantas veces Simula la pieza?
Promedio de 3 a 10, depende de la information y de los resultados

5) De a cue r do con la pregunta 2, que cambios resultan despues de la(s) simulaciones? (i.e.,
cambios en tiempos de ciclo)
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Principalmente cambios en la posicion en el punto de inyeccion, aunque tambien pueden ser en la
geometrfa de la pieza.

6) iCuanto tiempo (hrs.) invierte en la(s) simulacion(es)?
De 40 a 80 hrs

7) iCuantas pruebas reales de molde reaKza despues de usar la simulacion antes de tener tiros
aceptables? (asumiendo que traslada los parametros arrojados por la simulacion a la inyectora)
--Desconozco la respuesta, lo que si te puedo dear, es que despues de la simulacion y de aprobar

el diseno en del molde en base a esta, no hay cambios en el molde, situacion que si puede ocurrir
cuando no haoes simulacion.

8) cCuanto tiempo invierte (hrs.) en una prueba real de inyeccion?
Es muy relative pero aproximadamente 8 hrs.
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_21-junio-2004Fedia de aplicacion de encuesta:_
INFO GENERAL DE EMPRESA
Razon Social*:
Ubicadon*:
Nombre de contact©*: Roberto Chapa

Mediana
Tamanp1:

Micro Pequena

Numero de empleados administrativos _110
Numero de empleados operarios _600
Capacidad en horas dire etas 8700_ hrs/afio

Grande

Giro:
Procesamiento de plasticos unicamente D Combination de procesos

Mercado:
(indicar porcentajes en cada categoria, %)

Cajas
Vasos
Enseres domesticos
Audio y video
Articulos de oficina
Medico
Contenedores
Herramientas
Facias y conso/ss
Vistas (transport*)

Tapas
Bstuches
Juguetes
Desechables

Agrfcola
Carcazas
Aparatos electronicos
Faros y calaveras
Otros:

I 1 Cubetas

Calzado
Higiene Personal
Constiuccion
Muebles
Tarimas

Paries de motor

Material:
(indicar porcentajes en cada categoria, %)

SS% JABS

jAcetal
jAcrflico

| | Nylon
I i j ^ IPolicatbonato
I | Polipropileno

I I Poliestireno
| Polietileno Alta densidad (HDPE)
| Polietileno Baja densidad (LDPE)

I IPVC

' Dc «cucoo oo» el D^ia Otc^loe la F«0e^ci5
est>dlT«c^<< de empiesas (e» elssclai ^usl'
(11-SO). c) meÔ ind cnpicM (Sl-2SO).o) 91411
• Opco>d]

at ait DD ae doe>nc»e 0«l 2D01.
de Id s^u«nle md»«'4.', .<>) "lo

(1S1 endOelante).
(0-10), D)
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Promedio de vokjmen de production (milesde piezas) porano (en termoplastioos):_20t)00,000
Promedrb de cantidad proyectos nuevos porano (en termoplasticos): 10

Tamanos de moldes utilizados:
(indicar porcentajes en cada categori'a, %)

menos de 100 kg

500 kg a 1 ton

5 a 10 ton

100 a 250kg

31 ft | 1 a 2.5 ton

10 a 20 ton

10* | 250 a 500 kg

2.5 a 5 ton

mas de20 ton

Software de simulacion utilizado (mencionar los modubs que incluye):
No utilizamos software de simulacion

Caracberisticas de hardware en que se utiliza el software:

Encuesta:
1) Etapa del desarrollo de producto usa la simulacion:

I 1 antes de disenar moldes (P«JK act;*4a «« geomet^ y

I 1 antes de construir moldes (rnatoesaosfiaoos)

i ^ ^ H antes de lanzar a production (<nakl«:soa"3l'..<la5. cond

I^^^Hdurante la production 1'caacHa. icOuccVSn ac aasios)

I 1 Otro:

uso de simulacion
iclo, presiones de inyeccion, llenado de piezas (proceso)

de soldadura, llenado de piezas (diseno de pieza)
analizar ubicacion y geom. de pun to de inyeccidn, sprues, airtraps... (co«3i-ircc<i" oc
Otto:

3) iCuanto tiempo (hrs.) se toma en preparar la pieza para la simulacion?
Si se tiene el dibujo de la pieza y del rnolde se toma menos de 1 hora_

4) cCuantas veces Simula la pieza?
de 2 a 5 veces con diferentes condiciones

5) De acuerdo con la pregunta 2, que carnbios resultan despues de la(s) simulaciones? (i.e.,
cambios en tiempos de ciclo)

Optimization del proceso y reduction de tiempo de arranque
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6) iCuanto tiempo (hrs.) invierte en la(s) simulaci6n(es)?
1 - 2 horas

7) tCuantas pruebas reales de molde realiza despues de usar la simulacion antes de tener tiros
aoaptables? (asumiendo que traslada bs parametros arrojados por la simulacion a la invectora)

de 1 a 2 pruebas reales

8) dCuanto tiempo invierte (hrs.) en una prueba real de inyeccion?
rnenos de 2 horas
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APPENDIX F. Equipment quotations
Perifel, S.A. de C.V. was the company from where the equipment cost was

referenced. The quotation is here shown.

Perifericet Etfciromcoi. S..4- (if f.K
A*: Eugenio Garzti $ada \o. 400
Tel- 3i:$-~02l.fax SllS-'OOl exr m02l

i'H-

Garantia
Partlda del equipo

1 35 n>eses
2 3Smeses

Descripcion
Workstation JTA^ICC Mcro:o-re con ?ro-cesador us
=ent ism 4 de 3.C G-z HT HDD: 36GB SCSI
15CCCrpm. Memoria: 512MB DDR :2x256> DUAL
CHAWEL, SO.: Sst*"i3 Cperatvc. W rco-z.'S X=
=ro'ess;0'i3l. Disco Op:co: DVD-ROM de 6X
arov sto en idioma Esoaf o
Morilor Tomial CRT de ' 9'

Cant.

I
I

Diasde
Tpo.

Entrega

28 das
28 das

Precio
Unitario

24.0i4.00
3.073.00

I

Precio
Total

24.034.00
3.073.00

27.107.00

M.N.
MM
M.N.

Notas:
1. Precios expresados en Moneda Nacional antes de IVA y sujetos a cainbio sin previo aviso
2. El pedido se sunira bajo orden de compra o cotizacion firrrioda.
3. La cotizacion no incluye software o accesorios extra a los mencionados en la misma.
4. Cualquier cancelocion o devolucion causara cargo.
5. Precios LAB Monterrey.

Los Prec os esiai expresados er Pesos Vsxics'ios y no '•icljyeii e Pv'A
Precios ydsoonoldadso,etosaC3"bios sinprevos/so
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